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This study examined how younger and older adults differ in their ability to
discriminate between pairs of emotions of varying degrees of similarity when presented
with an averted or direct gaze in either a neutral, congruent, or incongruent emotional
context. For Task 1, participants were presented with three blocks of emotion pairs (i.e.,
anger/disgust, sadness/disgust, and fear/disgust) and were asked to indicate which
emotion was being expressed. The actors’ gaze direction was manipulated such that
emotional facial expressions were depicted with a direct gaze or an averted gaze. For
Task 2, the same stimuli were placed into emotional contexts (e.g., evocative
backgrounds and expressive body posture) that were either congruent or incongruent with
the emotional facial expression. Participants made emotion discrimination judgments for
two emotion pairings: anger/disgust (High Similarity condition) and fear/disgust (Low
Similarity condition). Discrimination performance varied as a function of age, gaze
direction, degree of similarity of emotion pairs, and the congruence of the context. Across
task, performance was best when evaluating less similar emotion pairs and worst when
evaluating more similar emotion pairs. In addition, evaluating emotion in stimuli with
averted eye gaze generally led to poorer performance than when evaluating stimuli
communicating emotion with a direct eye gaze. These outcomes held for both age groups.
When participants observed emotion facial expressions in the presence of congruent or
incongruent emotional contexts, age differences in discrimination performance were most
ix

pronounced when the context did not support one’s estimation of the emotion expressed
by the actors.
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Introduction
Detecting facial emotion cues to characterize how someone feels is an important
communicative skill that declines with advancing age (Marsh, Ambady, & Kleck, 2005;
Petrican et al., 2012; Ruffman, Henry, Livingstone, & Phillips, 2008). From an
evolutionary perspective, emotion recognition serves an adaptive function. The accurate
detection and categorization of emotions are vital to the implementation of approach- and
avoidance-related behaviors in response to the perception of prosocial intentions or to
threat, respectively, from emotional expressions (Marsh et al., 2005). For example, the
detection of an angry facial expression would signal to an observer that there is an
immediate physical threat, whereas the detection of a fearful facial expression would
signal to the observer that there is a threat to someone else in the environment. Socially
speaking, accurately recognizing emotional expressions is helpful when determining
whether a target is trustworthy or untrustworthy, which subsequently impacts allocation
of attention (Petrican et al., 2012). Correctly evaluating environmental affect also can
facilitate self-regulatory processes. Emotional expressions can impact one’s own affect,
and, consequently, people may purposefully enact specific strategies, such as being
selective when allocating attention to certain emotionally evocative stimuli, to maintain
their current affective state (Mather & Carstensen, 2003, 2005).
By using different types of tasks, researchers have examined age differences in
emotion recognition abilities in laboratory settings and have found mixed results (Mill,
Allik, Realo, & Valk, 2009; Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Orgeta & Phillips, 2008;
Ruffman et al., 2008; Slessor, Phillips, & Bull, 2008; Wong, Cronin-Golomb, &
Neargarder, 2005). Throughout the literature, researchers have interpreted these



discrepant results as being caused by age-related changes in goal maintenance and
attention allocation, by the consequences of varying methodologies, or by age differences
in the visual scanning patterns of emotional stimuli. Moreover, emotion recognition
abilities have been measured previously by presenting participants with isolated faces.
However, it is unlikely that an emotional facial expression fails to be accompanied by a
matching emotional context. Additional contextual information (e.g., evocative body
language or background) may be particularly helpful when decoding emotional facial
expressions that are perceptually similar and easily confused, such as anger and disgust.
The current study aimed to examine how emotion discrimination performance varies as a
function of age, facial emotion similarity, gaze direction, and context congruency. More
specifically, we were interested in examining how a target’s eye gaze averted toward
contextually relevant information or directed toward the observer impacts older and
younger adults’ abilities to discriminate between emotional facial expressions of varying
degrees of similarity in congruent contexts and in incongruent contexts.
Measuring Emotion Perception
Researchers interested in assessing emotion perception abilities have generally
used three different types of tasks: an emotion recognition task, an emotion
discrimination task, and an emotion detection task. These three tasks vary in terms of the
frame of reference or point of comparison that takes place as the participant responds to a
given stimulus. In an emotion recognition task, participants are presented with individual
faces expressing one of many possible emotions, although researchers typically include
the six discrete emotions (i.e., anger, happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, and surprise;
Ekman, 1992). Participants are instructed to select one emotion label from a number of
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alternatives corresponding to the emotion expressed on the face. In an emotion
discrimination task, participants are presented with two perceptually similar emotions
(e.g., anger and disgust) and then are asked to select an emotion label from two
alternative options (e.g., anger or disgust). In an emotion detection task, participants are
presented with an emotional facial expression or a neutral facial expression. Participants
are then asked to indicate whether a given emotion was present or not. These tasks all
require the same perceptual skills but differ in terms of the amount of cognitive resources
needed to respond. Specifically, recognition tasks are more cognitively demanding than
discrimination or detection tasks (Orgeta, 2010). When emotions are perceptually similar
(e.g., fear, sadness), having multiple label options (e.g., anger, fear, disgust, sadness,
surprise, happy) allows for many possible interpretations of the emotional facial
expression. Fewer alternative interpretations via fewer options leads to a reduction in the
amount of cognitive resources needed to eliminate competing, incorrect emotion label
options. Consequently, different results can emerge depending on which task is used.
Emotion recognition requires the perception and accrual of emotion information
found in non-verbal cues displayed by the target as well as a decision on the part of the
observer that can depend upon the context that is found in the task at hand (Mienaltowski,
Lemerise, Greer, & Burke, 2019). Across the different types of emotion recognition
tasks, younger adults have been found to outperform older adults, particularly when
evaluating negative emotions (i.e., fear, anger, and sadness) compared to positive
emotions (i.e., happiness) (Mill et al., 2009; Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Orgeta &
Phillips, 2008; Ruffman et al., 2008; Slessor et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2005).
Interestingly, some research has found that older adults were better than younger adults at
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detecting expressions of disgust, even though disgust is considered a negative emotion
(Wong et al., 2005). These discrepant findings can be explained by age-related
motivational changes in goal maintenance and attention allocation (Leclerc & Kensinger,
2008; Mather & Carstensen, 2003, 2005), methodological elements of the experimental
design (e.g., stimulus duration, expressive emotional intensity, and the type of
recognition task used; Isaacowitz & Stanley, 2011; Mienaltowski et al., 2013, 2019;
Orgeta, 2010; Orgeta & Phillips, 2008; Zhao, Zimmer, Shen, Chen, & Fu, 2016), or agerelated differences in visual scanning patterns of emotional stimuli (Chaby, Hupont,
Avril, Luherne-du Boullay, & Chetouani, 2017; Circelli, Clark, & Cronin-Golomb, 2013;
Slessor et al., 2008; Sullivan, Ruffman, & Hutton, 2007).
Socioemotional Selectivity Theory
Age differences in emotion perception have been attributed to differences in the
motivation that younger and older adults have to experience and regulate emotion. With
advancing age, individuals perceive that they have less time left in life. Consequently,
there is greater motivation to maintain one’s current affective state and to foster
meaningful interpersonal relationships. Likewise, older adults extract more emotional
meaning from their environment and interactions than do younger adults by enacting
numerous strategies to regulate the negative impact of emotionally salient stimulation
(Carstensen, 2006; Carstensen & Turk-Charles, 1994; Leclerc & Kensinger, 2008). Agerelated differences in the preferential processing of positive emotion information are a
key component of socioemotional selectivity theory, which proposes a motivational shift
as one ages to allocate greater attention toward positive information and less toward
negative information (Carstensen, 1992; Mather & Carstensen, 2005). Older adults
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selectively focus on positive information in an attempt to avoid negative affect, a
phenomenon dubbed the positivity effect (Leclerc & Kensinger, 2008; Mather &
Carstensen, 2005). This motivational shift may be facilitated by the superior emotion
regulation skills of older adults compared to younger adults, even though cognitive
control declines with age (Blanchard-Fields & Coats, 2008; Blanchard-Fields,
Mienaltowski, & Seay, 2007; Coats & Blanchard-Fields, 2008). Conversely, given that
younger adults do not perceive a limited future time horizon, they tend to show the
opposite tendency of preferentially attending to negative information over positive, which
is referred to as a negativity bias (Rozin & Royzman, 2001).
Age differences in preferences for positivity and negativity extend beyond studies
of attention allocation (Mather & Carstensen, 2003) and also include studies examining
episodic memory for emotional faces, words, and scenes (Mather & Carstensen,
2005). There has also been some research demonstrating these age differences on various
levels of attention and encoding. Mather and Knight (2005) examined the role of
cognitive control on age differences in emotional memory and found that older adults
with superior performance on tasks that required cognitive control were more likely to
remember positive over negative images compared to those who performed poorly on
tasks that required cognitive control. Moreover, they also examined the impact of
available cognitive resources on the encoding of stimuli and later recall by using a
distraction task within an emotion recognition task. Older adults who were distracted
during encoding no longer remembered more positive over negative pictures, suggesting
that cognitive processes are necessary to guide attention allocation and memory to attain
emotion-regulatory goals (i.e., maintaining their current affect and buffering any
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negativity). Younger adults, on the other hand, did not appear to utilize cognitive control
to enhance the positivity of their memories. In other words, older adults recruit
attentional resources in an effort to attain their goals, which are chronically accessible to
them but not to younger adults (Mather & Knight, 2005).
Older adults’ preference for positive over negative information can impact the
way they attend to and process information, particularly when surveying one’s
environment for emotional meaning. For instance, if exposed to negativity, older adults
may engage in avoidant behaviors that prevent them from extracting relevant emotion
information needed to guide social interactions. In the past, researchers have induced a
positive or negative mood in adults prior to exposing them to positively or negatively
valenced stimuli. This technique enables researchers to examine more closely how the
interaction between one’s current affective state and one’s tendencies for engaging in
emotion regulation impact information exploration in one’s environment. Within the
framework of the socioemotional selectivity theory and the positivity effect, negativelyinduced older adults oriented their gaze away from negative facial stimuli and toward
positive facial stimuli (Isaacowitz, Toner, Goren, & Wilson, 2008). Older adults’ moodincongruent processing reflected the age-related prioritization of boosting mood. In
contrast, younger adults displayed mood-congruent processing, which suggests that their
gaze reflected rather than regulated their mood. In other words, younger adult gazed
longer at negative expressions when induced with a negative mood and gazed longer at
positive expressions when induced with a positive mood.
The mechanisms by which mood and motivation manipulations impact agerelated differences in emotion recognition abilities and gaze preferences are not entirely
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known. It could be the case that older adults are ignoring and/or suppressing negative
information, or perhaps they are investing more effort into processing positive
information (Emery & Hess, 2011; Mather & Knight, 2005). However, it is important to
consider what information is lost when older adults’ chronically available emotion
regulatory goals become activated. When older adults consciously allocate their attention
away from negative information, they may be missing out on the negative yet highly
relevant information that is needed to inform judgments.
Methodological Concerns throughout the Literature
Older adults’ deficits in emotion recognition are often attributed to shifts in
motivation to attend to positivity when in fact the true issue might be more cognitive in
nature. As alluded to earlier, success in perceiving emotion cues often varies based on the
task used to assess this skill and the saliency of the emotion cues used in those tasks.
Consequently, methodological concerns can confound motivation-related interpretations
of age differences in emotion recognition. Past research examining age differences in
emotion recognition has proposed that older adults’ emotion regulatory goals might
compromise their ability to label negative emotion in the faces of others (Carstensen,
1992; Isaacowitz et al., 2008; Mather & Carstensen, 2005). Specifically, if one’s goal is
to regulate negativity from one’s environment, then directing attention away from
negative emotion cues might make it more difficult to characterize the nature of the
negativity. Therefore, it is important to consider the parameters of the task and stimuli
used to assess emotion recognition abilities, as task difficulty may vary depending upon
the type of task, stimulus presentation time, and the saliency of emotion cues.
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The number of emotion labels present when participants are categorizing stimuli
can influence how much more taxing the task is for older adults than for younger adults.
When participants have to select one emotion label from four or six emotion label
options, the emotion recognition task becomes more cognitively challenging, as accurate
responding requires the efficient elimination of some of the options before selecting the
emotion label corresponding to the presented emotion. In contrast, when the task is
simplified to an emotion discrimination or emotion detection task that has only two
available options, the cognitive demand on participants is reduced greatly (Isaacowitz &
Stanley, 2011; Orgeta, 2010; Ruffman et al., 2008). This finding holds even when the
two options are generally confusable emotions (e.g., anger versus disgust). Task
difficulty appears to be a moderating variable in age differences in emotion recognition,
such that performance decreases as the number of alternatives increases in the task,
particularly for surprise in the six-label condition and for fear and sadness in the fourlabel condition relative to two-label condition (Orgeta, 2010). Fearful and surprised facial
expressions have overlapping diagnostic emotion cues (e.g., wide eyes), so when those
expressions are assessed using fewer emotion label options, it reduces the number of
potential interpretations of what emotion the actor is expressing, which, in turn
disproportionately benefits older adults (Orgeta, 2010). Therefore, emotion recognition
tasks with more response options could be tapping into age-related differences in
cognitive abilities rather than age-related differences in emotion perception abilities.
In addition to task difficulty and performance varying as a function of the number
of emotion labels present, task difficulty can be increased when participants are given a
limited time to view the stimuli. With a limited stimulus duration, older adults may have
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greater difficulty than younger adults accruing information needed to inform their
judgments from the stimuli. Older adults may be as accurate as younger adults if given
adequate time to fully process the facial expression. Past research has found that older
adults did not experience as much difficulty detecting happy expressions compared to
negative expressions when the facial stimuli were presented for durations between 600 to
1000 milliseconds compared to 500 milliseconds or less (Zhao et al., 2016). However,
younger adults still outperformed older adults in recognizing negative emotions (i.e., fear,
disgust, anger, and sadness) at the four different stimulus durations included in this study
(120, 200, 600, 1000 ms). Consistent with the socioemotional selectivity theory, it
appears that older adults’ recognition of happiness is maintained throughout adulthood
even when the stimulus duration and, subsequently, task difficulty varied. Nonetheless,
the varying stimulus durations throughout the literature creates a challenge when trying to
determine the magnitude of age-related differences in emotion recognition abilities.
Stimulus-specific features, such as the salience of emotion cues on facial
expressions used in studies, may interact with the age of the participant to influence
performance (Mienaltowski et al., 2013, 2019; Orgeta & Phillips, 2008; Zhao et al., 2016.
Highly salient stimulus features may reduce task difficulty by allowing participants to
more quickly and efficiently eliminate competing emotion labels, especially when
stimulus presentation is brief. However, the degree of expressivity is often not reported,
leading to a lack of standardization for stimulus characteristics across studies. As a result,
it is difficult to ascertain the roots of age-related differences in emotion recognition
abilities found throughout the literature. Researchers have found that expressive intensity
of the stimuli used in emotion recognition tasks impacts performance (Mienaltowski et
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al., 2013, 2019; Orgeta & Phillips, 2008; Zhao et al., 2016). Specifically, older adults
struggle to detect and recognize subtle (i.e., low intensity) expressions but not more
exaggerated expressions.
Because everyday social interactions involve more subtle expressions of emotion,
older adults may have greater difficulty perceiving emotion in social partners than in
stimuli found in laboratory tasks. However, the opposite can be true as well if a study
uses emotion expressions that are more subtle (or fleeting) than what one normally
observes in social interactions. Perhaps older adults require an abundance of emotion cue
evidence to accurately eliminate incorrect label options prior to selecting the target
emotion label in an experimental setting (Orgeta & Phillips, 2008). Efficiently
eliminating emotion label options based on emotion cues may be a component of the
emotion recognition process that younger adults are more proficient at than older adults
because younger adults do not require higher expressive intensity to separate the target
emotion label from its competitors.
Moreover, there has been some recent work focusing on age differences in
perceptual comparison abilities with an emotion matching task rather than the application
of an emotion label in an emotion recognition task (Mienaltowski et al., 2019). In this
emotion matching task, participants are only comparing stimulus features (e.g., happy or
angry mouth) of varying intensities (i.e., 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%) with two options. At
the lowest intensity included in this study (20%), younger adults outperformed older
adults when matching disgust and fear, but not for angry, sad, or happy expressions at the
same intensity. No age differences emerged for the three remaining intensity levels for all
five emotions included in that particular study. Taken together, these results suggest that
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older adults still possess the ability to perceive emotion cues provided by facial stimuli,
but they may experience more difficulty when evaluating those emotion cues in order to
select an accurate label. The erroneous evaluation of those emotion cues, however, are
limited to low intensity expressions when emotions are less salient and are more difficult
to decode.
If researchers use stimuli that provide the emotion cue evidence needed to
eliminate competing emotion labels, then emotion recognition performance could be
facilitated. Certain stimulus features, such as high expressivity and an open mouth,
positively contribute to emotion perception and processing but particularly for older
adults. Oftentimes, though, the details of the facial stimuli that are reported are limited to
gender and race; the actors’ age and the mouth status (i.e., open mouth or closed mouth)
of the stimuli are not reported (Mill et al., 2009; Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Noh &
Isaacowitz, 2013; Ruffman et al., 2008). Failing to describe the cue-specific details of the
stimuli can be problematic because some emotions (e.g., happiness) may be more salient
when expressed with an open mouth than with a closed mouth, regardless of absolute
differences in expressive intensity. Perhaps the open mouth status of facial stimuli
provides older adults with the evidence they need to eliminate competing emotion labels
from the target emotion label, allowing older adults to categorize the target emotion more
quickly and efficiently. As a result, age differences in emotion recognition could be
explained by perceptual deficits rather than motivational changes. Given that the emotion
cues are present in the facial expressions, their informational importance may vary as a
function of where the observer is attending.
Age Differences in Visual Scanning Patterns
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Characteristics of facial stimuli can impact emotion recognition performance
based on the valuable information they provide and the ease with which observers can
extract this information. Emotion cues are dissected from specific regions of the face to
facilitate emotion detection and categorization. Facial features that are most relevant to
each of the discrete emotions are well-documented (Beaudry, Roy-Charland, Perron,
Cormier, & Tapp, 2014; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008; Katsikitis, 1997). More
specifically, researchers have examined more closely how the saliency and featural
distinctiveness of emotion cues found in facial stimuli differentially impact the
recognition of discrete emotions. One way to accomplish this is by presenting
participants with facial stimuli that have been altered to hide specific regions and then
compare response latencies and accuracy to ascertain the necessity and sufficiency of
specific stimulus features when detecting and categorizing emotions. A facial region is
considered sufficient when comparable categorization accuracy is obtained regardless of
whether a region is hidden or present (Beaudry et al., 2014). A facial region is considered
necessary when categorization accuracy is significantly reduced when a region is hidden.
Research has found that accurate recognition of disgust and happiness depends heavily on
the information conveyed by the mouth region (Beaudry et al., 2014; Calvo &
Nummenmaa, 2008). Conversely, accurate recognition of sadness strongly depends on
the information conveyed by the eye region (Beaudry et al., 2014). Both the eye and
mouth regions are necessary for the detection and categorization of fear and anger, as
neither region alone is sufficient for accurate recognition. The sufficiency and necessity
of stimulus features imply that some features can serve as diagnostic tools that enable
observers to decode the facial expression without having to engage in holistic processing
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of the entire face (Beaudry et al., 2014; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008). However, when
distinct features overlap for particular emotions, erroneous categorization can occur due
to the added cognitive processing when trying to resolve the uncertainty of the emotion
judgment.
Given the saliency and featural distinctiveness of emotion cues found in particular
regions of the face (i.e., upper half or lower half), emotion recognition performance can
vary as a function of the location to which observers attend. For example, Wong and
colleagues (2005) found that older adults were as accurate as younger adults at
detecting expressions of happiness and surprise, but they were outperformed by younger
adults when asked to label anger, fear, and sadness. Conversely, older adults were
surprisingly more accurate than younger adults at categorizing disgust, even though
disgust can be classified as a negative emotion. Older adults’ enhanced recognition of
disgust in the faces of others may be considered inconsistent with the socioemotional
selectivity theory and positivity effect, as more emphasis should be placed on extracting
positively valenced and/or arousing information from one’s environment and maintaining
one’s current affective state by avoiding negatively valenced and/or arousing
information. Instead, these age differences may be driven by differences in how younger
and older adults accrue and integrate information about the emotional states of targets
from facial expressions in addition to or instead of the previously mentioned motivational
shifts displayed in older adults.
One way to track how observers accumulate information from emotional
expressions is by tracking their gaze to determine where and for how long observers
fixate on particular regions of the face. The visual scanning patterns can highlight which
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regions of the face observers are attending to and how these patterns correlate with
accurate emotion recognition performance. For instance, past research demonstrates that
older adults spend significantly more time looking at the mouth region than the eye
region of faces compared to younger adults when categorizing emotions (Chaby et al.,
2017; Circelli et al., 2013; Slessor et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2007). In contrast, younger
adults engaged in a more balanced gaze pattern, spending proportionally more time
fixating on the eye region than older adults but still scanning other areas of the face
(Chaby et al., 2017; Circelli et al., 2013; Slessor et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2007).
Interestingly, past research has found a correlation between increased fixations on the
lower half of the face and decreased emotion recognition accuracy (Sullivan et al., 2007;
Wong et al., 2005). Also, viewing the top half of the face (i.e., the eye region) compared
to the bottom half of the face (i.e., the mouth region) more frequently and for more time
is associated with increased emotion recognition accuracy (Sullivan et al., 2007; Wong et
al., 2005). Perhaps older adults rely more heavily on emotion cues located in the mouth
region of face stimuli, which may be why older adults are more accurate at detecting
disgust than are younger adults. Lastly, Chaby et al. (2017) found that younger adults
attend to certain areas of the face depending on the emotion being expressed, with the
upper half of the face receiving more attention for anger, sadness, and a tendency for fear.
They did not find any differences for joyful, neutral, and disgusted expressions,
suggesting that to where people attend may vary by the emotion on the face (Chaby et al.,
2017; Wong et al., 2005). However, this would also suggest that younger adults are
holistically processing and categorizing the emotion on the face.
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These visual scanning patterns suggest that older adults engage in a focused-gaze
strategy such that they hone in on one particular aspect of the face to provide them with
emotional information to inform their judgment (Chaby et al., 2017). Younger adults, on
the other hand, engage in an exploratory-gaze strategy in which they spend less time
focusing on one aspect of the face and scan more facial regions to obtain information to
inform their judgments. In addition, older and younger adults differ in the amount of time
spent fixating on particular regions of the face. Older adults spend less time looking at
facial stimuli compared to young adults, regardless of emotion (Chaby et al., 2017;
Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Wong et al., 2005). Moreover, older adults typically make
fewer fixations to any region of the face compared to younger adults. The use of an
exploratory-gaze strategy can facilitate the integration of information provided by the
emotion cues found in different regions of the face. By making more fixations, perhaps
younger adults are accruing more emotion cues from stimuli to inform their judgments
compared to older adults. Perhaps the differences in visual scanning patterns are driven
by the motivational shift toward maintaining emotion-regulatory goals such that older
adults primarily focus on the mouth region compared to the eye region to avoid gathering
information about negativity, as negative emotions tend to involve more eye-specific cues
(Beaudry et al., 2014; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008; Katsikitis, 1997).
The Influence of Gaze Direction on Emotion Recognition
Oftentimes facial emotion cues are obfuscated by the context in which the target
is expressing emotion. One component of context is the location in space where the target
is looking, or gaze direction. Gaze direction refers to where the pupils of the eye are
directed - straight ahead or averted up or down or averted toward the left or right.
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Detection of gaze direction, or gaze following, is vital to determining whether some
aspect of the social environment contribute to the target’s emotional state (Slessor, Laird,
Phillips, Bull, & Filippou, 2010). Moreover, successful gaze following allows for the
rapid detection and integration of socially relevant information provided by the
environment and is instrumental for guiding social interaction (Slessor, Laird et al.,
2010). People engage in joint attention when they are able to identify the location where
one has directed attention or the object that one is attending to in the environment and
then subsequently orient their attention to the same stimulus.
Researchers interested in gaze following often use gaze-cuing paradigms, in
which attention probes are used to determine if participants shift their focus in a manner
congruent or incongruent with the eye gaze of the target. A gaze congruity effect emerges
when participants respond more quickly to targets that are validly cued by the gaze
direction than to those that are incongruent with the gaze cues (Slessor, Laird et al., 2010;
Slessor et al., 2008). Older adults were not as effective as younger adults at gaze
following and engaging in joint attention (Slessor et al., 2008). This may have occurred
because older adults allocate more attention to the mouth region than to the eye region of
emotional targets, whereas younger adults allocate more attention to the eye region
(Chaby et al., 2017; Circelli et al., 2013; Slessor et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2007).
Aside from directing the observer’s attention to important aspects of the
environment, a target’s gaze direction also influences the perceived emotional intensity of
facial expressions (Adams & Franklin, 2009; Adams & Kleck, 2005). As previously
mentioned, expressive intensity is a contributing factor in emotion recognition
performance. However, the impact of expressive intensity may vary as a function of
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emotional expression. For example, angry and joyful faces were rated as more
emotionally intense when expressed through a target with a direct gaze than with an
averted gaze (Adams & Kleck, 2005). In contrast, fear and sadness were rated as more
emotionally intense when expressed via an averted gaze than via a target looking directly
forward.
The impact of gaze direction on older adults’ emotion perception is equivocal.
Slessor, Phillips, and Bull (2010) found that gaze direction failed to impact older adults’
interpretation of emotional expressivity. For older adults, averted gaze may introduce
ambiguity as to the intention of the emotion expressed, causing some emotions (e.g.,
anger/disgust) to be indiscernible. Gaze discriminability can vary as a function of facial
expression. When an emotional expression is easily discriminable, it is processed so
quickly that there is no time for gaze direction to obstruct emotion judgments (Graham &
LaBar, 2007). Conversely, when an emotional expression is harder to distinguish, gaze
direction competes with other emotion cues and contributes to a holistic analysis of the
stimulus. When gaze direction facilitates emotion detection (e.g., faster response time to a
fearful face if eye gaze is averted), gaze processing may be considered more featural
rather than holistic. Even without gaze direction manipulations, perceptually similar
emotions are difficult to categorize (Aviezer et al., 2008). For example, anger and disgust
are often associated with a furrowed brow but might differ slightly in the terms of
emotion-specific mouth cues. Similarly, fear and sadness can be easily confused when
presented at varied emotional intensities and in different contexts (Aviezer et al., 2008).
When emotions are hard to discriminate, observers may use gaze direction to help reduce
uncertainty even if the cue obscures the emotion signal instead of clarifying it. In other
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words, gaze direction has the potential to diminish the informational value of emotion
cues when it does not itself serve as a diagnostic cue for an emotion. Within the current
study, one consequence of this for older adults may be that they rely on the environment
or background in which the target appears to disambiguate the emotion being expressed.
Emotions in Context
Emotion-related information about a social target can be extracted from sources
other than the target’s face. For instance, one’s body language/body posture and one’s
environment can also convey information about the emotional tone of the target. By
presenting facial expressions in an emotional context, such as target-specific body
language or evocative backgrounds, age differences in emotion recognition may be
reduced if the context supports accurate judgments. The additional contextual
information can be particularly helpful when participants are asked to discriminate
between two perceptually similar emotions, such as anger and disgust, when the context
is congruent with facial emotion cues (Aviezer et al., 2008).
Moreover, research has found that context is encoded quickly during the
perceptual processing of emotional stimuli (Aviezer, Dudarev, Bentin, & Hassin, 2011;
Barrett & Kensinger, 2010; Righart & de Gelder, 2008a, 2008b). For example,
participants instructed to ignore the context in which an emotional expression was
presented were unable to inhibit the contextual influence when categorizing emotions, as
evidenced by performance deficits such as increased response latency and erroneous
categorization when the facial expression and context were incongruent (Aviezer et al.,
2011; Ngo & Isaacowitz, 2015). The integration of emotional information conveyed by
the facial expression and some types of context (i.e., body posture) has also been found to
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occur relatively automatically and effortlessly without exhausting cognitive resources
(Aviezer et al., 2011; Foul, Eitan, & Aviezer, 2018). More importantly, face-context
integration occurs with minimal cognitive resources regardless of the incongruity
between face and context, suggesting that face-context integration transpires effortlessly
and does not require selective attention (Aviezer et al., 2011; Meeren, van Heijnsbergen,
& de Gelder, 2005).
In the lab, context can be conveyed and manipulated in a variety of ways. In
particular, the role that context plays in emotion recognition has been investigated by
presenting emotional faces in no (or neutral) context, in a context that is congruent with
the emotion expressed, and in a context that is incongruent with the emotion expressed
(Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). For instance, if an angry face is presented in a congruent
context, the target expressing angry facial cues may also have a raised fist in the image.
For disgust, the emoting target may be holding a dirty diaper in the image. For
incongruent contexts, the emotion expressed by the target does not match the observable
emotional nature of the environment (e.g., angry target holding a dirty diaper). When
context is manipulated in this manner, older adults were more accurate in a congruent
context than were younger adults (Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). In contrast, older adults
were less accurate in the incongruent context compared to younger adults. Older adults
used the emotion conveyed by the context to evaluate the emotion on the target’s face
because they have difficulty inhibiting the contextual influence when categorizing facial
expressions. Moreover, the visual scanning patterns of older adults suggest that the
context in which the target appears drives where on the face older adults fixate. For
instance, in an angry context, older adults scan the facial cues using the same pattern
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regardless of whether the face expresses anger or disgust. In other words, older adults
may be guided by contextual information when decoding facial expressions, even if this
sometimes causes errors to occur (Barrett & Kensinger, 2010; Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013).
The Current Study
Although studies have examined age differences in the impact of gaze direction
on facial emotion perception or age differences in the impact of context (e.g., emotional
scenes or posture) on facial emotion perception, no studies have combined all four
variables - aging, similarity, gaze direction, and context – to explore how they interact to
impact emotion recognition performance. Past research has demonstrated that older and
younger adults differ in their ability to categorize emotions when presented in neutral,
congruent, or incongruent contexts (Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). More specifically, older
adults were less effective at categorizing emotions in incongruent contexts compared to
younger adults, but both younger and older adults had comparable accuracy performance
when emotions were presented in neutral or congruent contexts.
Older adults’ decline in performance for incongruent contexts suggests that not
only do they attend to contextual information to inform their judgments, but they also
may experience some difficulty inhibiting the contextual influence of incongruent
contexts. In other words, both younger and older adults benefit from the additional
contextually-congruent information that guides their emotion judgment of the facial
expression, but younger adults may be more effective than older adults at noticing the
incongruency between the context and the facial expression and therefore display less
decline in accuracy. Although this particular study provided novel insight to the current
understanding of how context influences emotion perception, it is not without its
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limitations. Noh and Isaacowitz (2013) included six emotion label options, potentially
confounding their results because task difficulty has been found to be a moderating
variable in emotion recognition tasks (Orgeta, 2010). Moreover, they used one type of
context (i.e., emotionally laden objects: a fist raised in anger or a dirty diaper) and facial
stimuli were presented with a direct gaze. When facial stimuli consist of emotion
expressions communicated with a direct gaze, observers may feel as though they are
being looked at – a feeling that enhances face processing, particularly emotional facial
expression processing (Senju & Hasegawa, 2005). Conversely, research has demonstrated
that stimuli presented with an averted gaze results in a reflexive shift away from the face,
which also logically implies that a subsequent reflexive shift away from the emotional
facial expression would result – establishing a relative advantage of processing of
emotional facial stimuli expressed with a direct gaze (Graham & LaBar, 2007).
Because studies have not examined the impact that all four variables - age,
similarity, gaze direction, and context – have on emotion perception skills, how these
variables interact remains an open question. For instance, although older adults are less
effective at gaze following than are younger adults, it would be valuable to know if older
adults could utilize synergistic, congruent face-context cue combinations to their benefit
when evaluating facial emotion. Will older adults’ emotion discrimination performance
improve when an actor’s gaze is averted toward contextually-relevant information
relative to when the actor simply directs emotion cues directly toward the observer? The
impact that context has on emotion judgments could depend upon the extent to which the
emotion cues are salient on the facial expressions and whether the emotion cues direct
attention to other contextually relevant details that may help to disambiguate facial cues.
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Past research has demonstrated that, when emotions are highly salient, eye gaze is less
influential to the category judgments of participants, but, when emotions are less salient,
the actor’s eye gaze direction relative to the observer contribute to the observer’s
assessment of the emotion expressed (Graham & LaBar, 2007). Prior research also
demonstrates that the degree of similarity between emotion expressions influences our
ability to decode emotion, with highly similar displays (i.e., anger/disgust) being more
confusable than low similarly displays (i.e., fear/disgust; Aviezer et al., 2011).
The current study partially replicated Noh and Isaacowitz’s (2013) study while
also extending it to include additional emotional expressions, their corresponding
contexts, and both direct and averted gaze expressions. Like their study, the current study
included angry and disgusted facial expressions as well as fearful and sad facial
expressions in a neutral, congruent, and incongruent context. However, our contexts
included not only emotionally laden objects but also emotional scenes and body posture.
The current study also offered participants as much time as they needed to respond,
giving older adults adequate time to observe the stimuli to make a judgment without
having to rely on their memory for a fleeting image (Zhao et al., 2016). Additionally, the
emotion perception tasks used in the current study reduced the cognitive demand on the
participants by using signal detection methods to assess stimulus discrimination ability
independent of context using separately blocked two-option trials. The strength of this
technique lies in having the ability to examine both traditional emotion recognition
accuracy dependent variables (e.g., reaction time and proportion correct) but also in
calculating stimulus discrimination values (i.e., d’, described in Method) to make crosscondition comparisons. Separate emotion discrimination values for direct and averted
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gaze stimuli were calculated, which were used to compare across degree of expression
similarity, gaze aversion, and the interaction of the two variables. By incorporating
context into emotion judgment tasks, the current study provided insight into the separate
influences of gaze direction and emotional context that contribute to effective emotion
discrimination.
In the first task, participants completed three blocks of trials that manipulated the
degree of similarity and gaze direction of the emotional facial expressions. Specifically,
in three separate blocks, participants discriminated between pairs of emotions, using
stimuli that sampled both direct gaze and averted gaze expressions. The pairings included
anger and disgust (High Similarity), sadness and disgust (Moderate Similarity), and fear
and disgust (Low Similarity). The criteria for similarity, or the extent to which the two
emotions contain similar displays of emotion cues, were adapted from Aviezer et al.
(2011), who noted that previous work with computerized image analysis and similarity
ratings of participants found that facial cues for disgust carry descending degrees of
similarity and confusability to the faces of anger, sadness, and fear, respectively. Prior
research has also confirmed that the degree of confusability (high, moderate, and low
similarity) of the aforementioned emotional pairs is similarly observed in both younger
and older adults, especially when the face stimuli do not depict emotion at high intensity
(Mienaltowski et al., 2013). Within each block, participants had the option to select
which emotion was presented from the two alternatives presented in the block (e.g.,
choose between anger and disgust in the anger/disgust pairing).
By asking participants to distinguish between two discrete emotions at a time
(two- option choice, or one-interval discrimination; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005), any
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cognitive demands associated with the emotion perception task should be minimized.
Consequently, under conditions similar to those used in prior studies – i.e., expressions of
emotion where the actor’s eye gaze is directed straight ahead toward the observer - we
expected older and younger adults to experience a comparable level of difficulty
discriminating between anger and disgust. However, prior work has found that, for
younger adults, direct gaze expressions of anger are generally rated as being more
emotionally intense than are averted gaze expressions of anger (Adams & Kleck, 2005).
So, when actors express anger with an averted gaze, there will be additional ambiguity as
to the true emotional state of the target. This may disproportionately impair older adult
performance even more so than younger adults, given that older adults tend to be poorer
at recognizing low intensity anger and do not offer differential appraisals of anger
intensity as a function of gaze direction (Mienaltowski et al., 2013, 2019; Slessor,
Phillips et al., 2010).
Prior research on the evaluation of fearful expressions has demonstrated that
younger adults rate fear in an actor as being more intense when the actor’s eye gaze is
averted from the observer (Adams & Kleck, 2005) but older adults do not (Slessor,
Phillips et al., 2010). Younger adults were only marginally better than older adults at
discriminating between fear and disgust (Mienaltowski et al., 2013), so, in the current
study, younger adults were expected to outperform older adults at discriminating between
fear and disgust both when the actor’s eye gaze is directed toward the observer and when
the actor’s eye gaze is averted away from the observer. However, age differences should
be smaller when the fear cues are more salient, so younger and older adults’ performance
should be more comparable when the actor’s eye gaze is directed toward the observer.
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Past research has shown that younger adults are slightly better than older adults at
distinguishing between disgust and sadness (Mienaltowski et al., 2013). Given that
neither of these expressions tend to be rated as more intense when the actor’s eye gaze is
averted from the observer, both age groups should perform more poorly for gaze averted
expressions than for gaze direct expressions. Note that, in two of the three pairings,
averted eye gaze is expected to facilitate younger adults’ discrimination performance but
not older adults’ discrimination performance. Past studies have been limited to asking
participants to rate emotional intensity or to indicate whether gaze direct or gaze averted
stimuli appear more intense to younger and older observers. The current study asks
different questions: when eye gaze is averted, (a) does it exacerbate age differences in
emotion discrimination when gaze direction is important to interpreting one of the
emotions included in the pairing (i.e., fear versus disgust or anger versus disgust), and (b)
does averted eye gaze itself similarly reduce younger and older adults’ emotion
discrimination performance when an averted gaze introduces ambiguity to the actors’
emotional expressions (i.e., sadness versus disgust).
In the second task, the impact that emotional context (i.e., body posture and
external object) has on facial emotion discrimination was examined for gaze direct and
gaze averted expressions as well as facial expressions with varying degrees of similarity.
Facial expressions used in the first task were edited into contexts, and stimulus
presentation was blocked by emotional facial expression similarity. The second task
utilized only the High and Low Similarity conditions. For the High Similarity condition,
gaze direct and gaze averted expressions of anger and disgust were added to contexts
reflecting anger and disgust to create congruent and incongruent face-context stimuli. For
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the Low Similarity condition, gaze direct and gaze averted expressions of fear and disgust
were added to contexts reflecting fear and disgust to also create congruent and
incongruent face-context stimuli. For each condition, participants identified which of the
two emotions was depicted by the facial expression of the target, and separate emotion
discrimination values (i.e., d’) were calculated for each gaze × context congruity cell for
each similarity condition.
Based on the results of Noh and Isaacowitz (2013) and Aviezer et al. (2011), older
adults should be as or more accurate at labeling facial expressions in a congruent context
with a direct gaze than in an incongruent context with a direct gaze, particularly for the
Low Similarity condition. When two emotions are easier to discriminate such as fear and
disgust, the incongruence of the facial expression and context may be more quickly and
accurately noticed by the observer or perhaps more easily ignored because it is not as
useful, which would subsequently lead to better performance. Presenting fearful
expressions with an averted gaze may also positively contribute to younger adults’
performance, as Adams and Kleck (2005) found that fearful expressions were expressed
as more emotionally intense with an averted rather than a direct gaze. In the High
Similarity condition, we expected to see more exaggerated age differences in
performance when discriminating between anger and disgust with a direct gaze. When
eye gaze is averted toward external objects communicating anger or disgust, we may find
that the eye gaze is directing the observer’s attention toward contextually-relevant
information that could be used to resolve the ambiguity between two highly similar
emotions in congruent contexts. In other words, averting the eye gaze toward contextual
external cues may assist participants in making a choice when the emotion cues found on
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the face are hard to discriminate. However, this may lead to erroneous responses for
incongruent contexts, as older adults struggle to inhibit the influence of context when
asked to label the emotion presented on the face (Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). By
characterizing specific stimulus features and incorporating emotional contexts in studies,
we can disentangle the different factors contributing to age differences in emotion
recognition abilities and enhance our knowledge of how emotion perception skills change
throughout the lifespan.
Method
Participants
Younger adults (n = 48; 18-26 years of age, M = 19.35, SD = 1.70; 25 Female;
75% Caucasian, 9% African American, 16% Other) and older adults (n = 45; 60-81 years
of age, M = 70.51, SD = 5.74; 25 Female; 91% Caucasian, 7% African American, 2%
More than one race) were recruited to participate in this study from undergraduate
courses at Western Kentucky University and the Bowling Green community,
respectively. Undergraduates received course credit for participating, and older adults
received $20 in compensation for participating. Given the need to apply emotion labels,
all participants were native English speakers. Prior to commencing this study, this study
was reviewed and approved by the WKU Institutional Review Board (IRB# 19-080), and
participants provided informed consent before taking part in the experiment (See
Appendix A). Older adults were screened for dementia using the Mini-Mental Status
Exam (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) and were excluded from participation if
performing at a level that suggests a risk for mild cognitive impairment (i.e., score less
than 17 out of 21; N = 48, M = 20.73, SD = .57). Please refer to Table 1 for the sample
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demographics and cognitive assessment characteristics. More details about these tests are
provided below.

Table 1
Younger and Older Adult Sample Characteristics.
Younger Adults
Mean (SD)

Older Adults
Mean (SD)

Age Group Comparison

19.35 (1.70) years

70.51 (5.74) years

-

0.027 (.10)

0.15 (.16)

Depression Screen

39.96 (10.29)

27.44 (7.27)

t(91) = -6.74, p < .001, d = 1.40

Verbal Ability

12.82 (3.80)

21.47 (6.20)

t(91) = 8.29, p < .001, d = 1.72

Perceptual Speed

24.21 (7.20)

25.42 (5.61)

t(91) = .90, p = .40, d = .19

Factor
Age
Visual Acuity

t(91) = 4.53, p < .001, d = .94

Note. Participants completed the Finding A’s test (0-125 possible) and the Advanced
Vocabulary (0-36) test to assess perceptual speed and verbal ability, respectively (Ekstrom,
French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976). Each test is a timed test, and scores were calculated by
adding the number of correct on all items attempted. The depression screen used was the
Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (20 items; 20-60 possible;
Cronbach’s  = .90), with higher scores reflecting greater depressive symptomology
(Radloff, 1977). Visual acuity was tested using a Precision Vision 2195 chart; participants
stood 1 meter from chart.

Stimuli and Materials
Emotionally expressive faces. Facial stimuli were adapted from the NimStim
Facial Stimulus Set (Tottenham et al., 2009). Closed mouth angry, fearful, sad, and
disgust facial expressions of eight Caucasian actors (4 females and 4 males) were used in
the first task, and only angry, fearful, and disgusted facial expressions were used in the
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second task. The same eight actors were used in both tasks. In the validation study for
these stimuli, participants indicated whether a given emotion was present in each
stimulus, choosing from anger, sad, happy, calm, afraid, disgusted, neutral, and surprised.
These averages demonstrate that, for the face stimuli selected for this study, the targets
selected more clearly depict anger (M = 93.0%, SD = 10.3%) and sadness (M = 87.6%,
SD = 14.6%) than disgust (M = 55.3%, SD = 27.5%) and fear (M = 33.1%, SD = 11.9%),
F(3, 21) = 20.3, p < .001, p2 = .74 (Tottenham et al., 2009). Because categorization of
these targets’ expressions involved the application of eight different category labels, a
separate pilot study with both older and younger adults was performed to characterize the
emotion observed in each of the target’s expressions using the four labels relevant to the
current study (i.e., anger, sadness, fear, and disgust). All 32 face stimuli were displayed
to participants in color and depicted emotion cues using a direct gaze. The results of this
pilot study are described in Appendix B. Each stimulus was edited in Photoshop to move
the iris of the eyeball to the left and to the right from the central location in the eye
socket, creating two different gaze averted stimuli for each target’s emotional
expressions. Past research has demonstrated that subtle shifts in pupil position may not be
detected (Slessor et al., 2008), so the shift in eye gaze from the direct gaze to averted
gaze stimuli was large enough (i.e., 3 pixels) to ensure detection. None of the targets had
facial hair that could potentially obscure the available emotion cues. The targets’ hair
above their eyebrows was unedited to maintain authenticity. Some emotion recognition
experiments crop out the hair but leaving it in the image may make the combined face +
context stimuli seem more natural. The facial stimuli developed for this study was used in
both of the tasks described below that looked at emotion discrimination devoid of context
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(i.e., Task 1) and emotion discrimination in congruent and incongruent contexts (i.e.,
Task 2). Please refer to Figure 1 for examples of angry gaze direct and gaze averted
stimuli.
A)

B)

C)

Figure 1. Example of a target expressing anger with (A) a left averted gaze, (B)
direct gaze, and (C) a right averted gaze.

Emotionally expressive contexts. For each emotion category, three scenes were
selected in which (a) the actor in the scene was displaying a body posture consistent with
the emotion reflected in the image, and (b) there was a focal object in the image that was
consistent with the target emotion (Aviezer et al., 2011). Because Task 2 focused only on
comparing anger, disgust, and fear, there were 12 total contexts. Two targets (either both
male or both female) were paired with a given set of three context images, creating four
unique groups of target/context pairings (i.e., Target A and B with Contexts 1-3, Targets
C and D with Contexts 4-6, Targets E and F, with Contexts 7-9, and Targets G and H
with Contexts 10-12). The combination of targets to contexts allowed for there to be
diversity between the stimuli used in the second task. Prior research used only one
contextual background per emotion (Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). Each context image was
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edited to insert gaze direct and gaze averted anger, disgust, and fear expressions, creating
face-context congruent and incongruent stimuli. The gaze direction of the gaze averted
facial stimuli was toward the focal object in the image that carried emotional intention
information. The face stimuli, when inserted, did not interfere with participants’ ability to
observe the posture of the body upon which the head sits. A pilot study was performed to
ensure that younger and older participants observe the expected context within each
image. Faceless contexts were validated for content. Using four items, participants
classified each context by indicating (a) which one emotion best captured the emotion
being experienced by the faceless person in the image (chose from anger, disgust,
sadness, and fear), (b) which one emotion best captured the body posture of the faceless
person in the image (chose from anger, disgust, sadness, and fear), (c) description in no
more than five words which element of the image captured the observer’s attention, and
(d) how likely was it that the faceless person in the image is experiencing anger, disgust,
sadness, and fear (using a 1 to 7 Likert rating scale for likelihood). Possible contexts
included a person holding a dirty diaper or a dirty sock (disgust), a person ducking away
from being struck by a fist (fear), and a person waving a fist in the air (anger). The results
of the pilot study are included in Appendix C. Please refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3 for
examples of contexts communicating anger and disgust with a direct and averted gaze in
a congruent and incongruent context.
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 2. The above images depict example trials of (A) an angry face with
a direct gaze in a congruent context, (B) an angry face with an averted gaze
in a congruent context, (C) a disgusted face with a direct gaze in an
incongruent context, and (D) a disgusted face with an averted gaze in an
incongruent context.
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 3. The above images depict example trials of (A) a disgusted face with a
direct gaze in a congruent context, (B) a disgusted face with an averted gaze in a
congruent context, (C) an angry face with a direct gaze in an incongruent context,
and (D) an angry face with an averted gaze in an incongruent context.

Emotion Discrimination Tasks. Participants completed the first discrimination
task that was devoid of context prior to the second discrimination task that included
context. We did not want the face-context stimuli to contaminate participants’
perceptions of the emotional facial expressions. Participants completed 384 trials in each
of two different emotion discrimination tasks. Task 1 presented gaze direct and gaze
averted emotional expressions blocked in terms of high, moderate, and low similarity.
Task 2 presented gaze direct and gaze averted emotional expressions in congruent and
incongruent contexts blocked in terms of high and low similarity. In Aviezer et al.
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(2011), stimuli were selected based on similarities in how emotion was conveyed using
facial cues. The authors discussed how prior research “with computerized image analysis
and similarity ratings of participants has shown that facial expressions of disgust bear
declining similarity (and confusability) to faces of anger, sadness, and fear” (p. 1410).
They operationalized high levels of emotion similarity as being reflected in the
confusability of anger and disgust expressions, moderate levels of emotion similarity as
being reflected in confusability of sadness and disgust expressions, and low levels of
similarity as being reflected in the confusability of fear and disgust. Although Aviezer et
al. (2011) only collected data from a younger adult sample, the same trends in
confusability were observed in Mienaltowski et al. (2013). Specifically, for stimuli
depicting emotion at lower intensities that are more typical of everyday interactions,
members of both age groups displayed increasing levels of discrimination performance
with less similarity in expression just as operationalized by Aviezer et al. (2011).
Blocking the stimuli in this manner allowed us to reduce the cognitive demands
associated with using multi-label emotion recognition tasks, which have been found to
inflate age deficits in emotion recognition abilities (Mienaltowski et al., 2013; Orgeta,
2010; Isaacowitz & Stanley, 2011). Additionally, this experimental design allowed us to
better examine the magnitude of age-related differences in emotion discrimination
performance by using d’ scores. Hit rates and false alarm rates were used to generate d’
scores. For both tasks, disgusted expressions served as the reference emotion and angry,
sad, or fearful expressions served as the target emotion when generating d’ scores. For
the following example, anger serves as the target emotion and disgust serves as the
reference emotion. A hit is defined as correctly selecting the target emotion (e.g., seeing
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an angry facial expression and labeling it as angry). A false alarm is defined as
incorrectly labeling the reference emotion as the target emotion (e.g., seeing a disgusted
facial expression and labeling it as anger). A miss is defined as incorrectly labeling the
target emotion as the reference emotion (e.g., seeing an angry facial expression and
labeling it as disgust). A correct rejection is defined as correctly labeling the reference
emotion as the alternative (e.g., seeing a disgusted facial expression and labeling it as
disgust; correct rejection of anger). The hit rate (HR) was calculated by dividing the hits
by the hits plus the misses. The false alarm rate (FA) was calculated by divided the false
alarms by the false alarms plus the correction rejections. A d’ score is calculated by using
the formula d’ = z(HR) – z(FA), so larger values reflect higher hit rates with higher zscores and false alarm rates with lower z-scores. In addition to d’, hit rates and false
alarm rates can be used to calculate C, or response bias. Response biases (C) were
calculated by multiplying the sum of each participant’s z-score for hit rate and z-score for
false alarm rate by negative one-half. Lastly, median response times were calculated for
each condition for each task.
Task 1 – Emotion Discrimination without Background Context. Participants
completed three blocks of 128 trials, so 384 trials in total. In each block of trials,
participants observed eight different targets expressing two different emotions. Targets
expressed emotion with a direct gaze in one-half of the trials and an averted gaze in the
other half of the trials. Each averted gaze stimulus was repeated twice, and each direct
gaze stimulus was repeated four times. For each emotion pair, this resulted in 2 (emotion)
× 8 (target) × 8 (gaze × rep) trials, or 128 trials. Blocks were counterbalanced at random
by the stimulus presentation software (E-Prime), and the presentation of stimuli within in
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each block was also randomized. Halfway through each block, the computer prompted
the participant to take a break. The three blocks operationalized the degree of similarity
between the emotions included in this task (High Similarity = anger/disgust, Moderate
Similarity = sadness/disgust, and Low Similarity = fear/disgust). Participants indicated
which emotion they observed on the stimulus by choosing the 1-key or the 3-key, each of
which was assigned one member of each emotion pair within each block. On each trial, a
fixation cross appeared in the center of the display for 300 ms and then the facial stimulus
appeared. The facial stimuli were all approximately 13˚(h) × 10˚(w) when viewed from
57.3 cm. Participants had as much time as they needed to respond. Given the participants’
responses in each block, hit rates and false alarm rates were calculated and used to create
a discrimination value for each cell of the 3 (Similarity) × 2 (Gaze Direction) design.
Each d’ value was calculated from 64 trials (e.g., fearful direct and fearful averted in the
fear/disgust pairing). Figure 4 depicts an example trial.

+

Fixation point (300 ms)

Stimulus presentation
(unlimited amount of time)

+
1 = Fear

3 = Disgust

+

Figure 4. A depiction of an example trial for Task 1.
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Fixation point (300 ms)

Task 2 – Emotion Discrimination with Background Context. Participants
completed two blocks of 192 trials, so 384 trials in total. In each block of trials,
participants observed eight different targets expressing two different emotions in
congruent and incongruent contexts. Targets expressed emotion with a direct gaze in half
of the trials and an averted gaze toward a focal object in the context in the other half of
the trials. Each stimulus was repeated three times. For each emotion pairing, a 2
(emotion) × 8 (target) × 6 (gaze × rep) × 2 (context congruence) trials, or 192 trials
resulted. Blocks were counterbalanced at random by E-Prime, and the presentation of
stimuli within each block was also randomized. After each run of 64 trials, the computer
prompted the participant to take a break. The two blocks operationalize the degree of
similarity between the emotions included in this task (High Similarity = anger/disgust,
and Low Similarity = fear/disgust). Participants indicated which emotion they observed
on the stimulus by choosing the 1-key or the 3-key, each of which was assigned one
member of each emotion pair within each block. Participants were told that the
background contexts were randomly assigned to each facial expression, consistent with
the Ignore condition of Aviezer et al. (2011), and emphasized the importance of
categorizing the emotion being expressed on the face. Participants were not informed that
the stimuli contained direct and averted eye gazes. On each trial, a fixation cross
appeared in the center of the display for 300 ms and then the facial stimulus in context
appeared. Participants had as much time as they needed to respond. Given the
participants’ responses in each block, hit rates and false alarm rates were calculated and
used to create a discrimination value for each cell of the 2 (Similarity) × 2 (Gaze
Direction) × 2 (Context Congruency) design. Each d’ value was calculated from 48 trials
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(e.g., angry direct congruent, angry averted congruent, angry direct incongruent, and
angry averted incongruent in the anger/disgust pairing). Figure 5 depicts an example
trial.

+

Fixation point (300 ms)

Stimulus presentation
(unlimited amount of time)

+
1 = Fear

3 = Disgust

+

Fixation point (300 ms)

Figure 5. A depiction of an example trial for Task 2.

Individual Difference Measures. In addition to the emotion discrimination tasks,
participants also completed the following measures that were used to better characterize
the younger and older adult samples: Advanced Vocabulary and Finding A’s test from
the Kit of Factor Referenced Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen,
1976), a 1-meter visual acuity test (Colenbrander, 1988), and the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression scale (CES-D; Radloff, 1977). Each of these is
described below.
Advanced Vocabulary Test. This test of verbal ability assessed the participant’s
knowledge of word meanings (Ekstrom et al., 1976;  = .68). It included 36 items, and,
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for each item, participants were presented with five foil words and indicated which one
word was closest in meaning to a target word. The test was divided into two four-minute
segments, and the number of items correct on both pages of the test were calculated.
Participants responded to 36 different items over 8 minutes. Older adults were expected
to perform as well as or better than younger adults on this particular cognitive measure.
Finding A’s Test. This test of perceptual speed assessed the participant’s ability
to quickly scan through and categorize stimuli (Ekstrom et al., 1976;  = .74). It included
five pages of items, with five columns per page. For each column, the participant
identified which 5 words out of 15 possible words had the letter “a” in it and then crossed
out these words. Participants were given two minutes to find the words with the letter “a”
in them. The test’s score was calculated by adding up the total number of correctly
identified words across the five columns for all pages. Younger adults were expected to
outperform older adults on this speeded perceptual task, possibly by as much as one
standard deviation (Cohen’s d = 1).
Visual Acuity Test. Participants stood approximately one meter away from an eye
chart containing rows of letters descending in size (Colenbrander, 1988). Participants
were asked to read aloud each row of letters until they were no longer able to. This test
assessed the participant’s reading accuracy and acuity in terms of the logarithm of the
minimum angle resolution (log MAR). This test took approximately two minutes to
complete. Younger adults were expected to outperform older adults on the visual acuity
test.
CES-D. Participants were asked to characterize their emotional state over the past
week by responding to 20 question items using a 0-3 frequency rating scale (Radloff,
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1977,  = .90). The rating scale was broken down into four response options: rarely or
none of the time (less than one day), some or a little of the time (1-2 days), occasionally
or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days), and most or all of the time (5-7 days). This
questionnaire assessed how the participant has been feeling during the past week rather
than how they usually feel. Participants had an unlimited amount of time to complete this
scale, but they were advised to refrain from spending too much time on one particular
item and go with their first natural response. They were also encouraged to answer every
question, even if it did not seem to apply to them. Lastly, they were encouraged to answer
as honestly as possible and to refrain from making a response because they feel it is the
“right” thing to do.
Procedure
Participants were recruited to the Lifespan Social Cognition Lab on Western
Kentucky University’s campus. Older adults had to pass the Mini Mental Status
Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) to be eligible to participate in the experiment.
After being greeted, the participant read and signed the informed consent form.
Participants were tested individually. Participants completed a demographics
questionnaire to obtain background information such as age, gender, and education level.
Next, participants completed the CES-D scale, followed by the Advanced Vocabulary
test and the Finding A’s test. Afterwards, participants were seated at a computer station
with a chinrest. For the computerized tasks, all images were centrally presented at a
viewing distance of 57.3 cm on an ASUS VG248QE 24-inch full HD 1920 × 1080 pixel
resolution monitor with a 100 Hz refresh rate using E-Prime stimulus presentation
software. In the first emotion discrimination task, participants were presented with
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emotional facial expressions from each of three pairings of emotion stimuli and were
asked to indicate which emotion they observed on each stimulus. Participants also
completed ten practice trials (sadness and disgust expressions with direct gazes only) and
were provided feedback after each practice trial. This was the only time participants
received feedback on their performance.
After completing the first emotion discrimination task, each participant had the
opportunity to take a short break before beginning the second emotion discrimination
task. In this task, participants completed two different blocks (i.e., anger/disgust and
fear/disgust) of trials in which they were identifying the emotion found on the facial
expressions embedded in the congruent and incongruent contexts. Prior to the
experimental trials, participants completed six practice trials with only direct gaze fearful
and disgust facial expressions in a congruent context. Participants were provided
feedback after each practice trial only. At the beginning of each new block, participants
were provided with the same instructions that were presented to them before the practice
trials and were informed of the two emotions they would be comparing for that block.
This occurred for both tasks. They were informed that they would always be asked to
compare a disgusted facial expression with a different one, such as anger, fear, or
sadness. For both tasks, participants were instructed to be mindful of their choices
because once an answer was selected, they would not be able to change their response.
They were also advised that they may experience some uncertainty when evaluating the
facial expressions but were assured that there are no right or wrong answers. Participants
were encouraged to select an emotion label to the best of their ability. Breaks were built
into each task for the participant’s comfort. After the two computerized tasks, participants
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completed the visual acuity task. Finally, participants were thanked for their participation,
debriefed, and given course credit or financial compensation.
Results
Discrimination scores (d’) were calculated by subtracting participants’ z-scores
for false alarm rates from their z-scores for hit rates. Two younger adult participants were
dropped because they had a 100% hit rate and 100% false alarm rate, as this reflects that
the participants were consistently labeling facial expressions as only one emotion.
Response biases (C) were calculated by multiplying the sum of each participant’s z-score
for hit rate and z-score for false alarm rate by negative one-half. A more negative value
indicates that participants were more likely to respond with the target emotion (i.e.,
anger, sadness, or fear). A more positive value indicates that participants were more
likely to respond with reference emotion (i.e., disgust). A value close to zero indicates
that participants were equally likely to respond with the target emotion or the reference
emotion. Rather than using mean reaction times (RTs), we decided to use median RTs to
avoid the impact of potential outliers. Reaction time data were examined to determine the
number of trials in which participants responded two standard deviations above and
below the mean, as well as the number of trials in which participants responded in under
100 ms. The number of trials in which participants responded two standard deviations
above the mean did not exceed 25, or on 6.5% of trials for Task 1 and Task 2. Two
younger adult participants who had a significantly large number of trials responding
within 100 ms (i.e., on 25 or more trials) were dropped from the analyses, as this reflects
thoughtless button pressing behavior rather than compliance with experimental
instructions.
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For Task 1, discrimination values and response biases data were submitted to a 2
(Age group: younger, older)  3 (Similarity: high, moderate, low)  2 (Gaze direction:
direct, averted) mixed model, multifactorial analyses of variance (ANOVA). Also,
median reaction time (RT) data were submitted to a 2 (Age group: younger, older)  3
(Similarity: high, moderate, low)  2 (Emotion: target emotion, disgust)  2 (Gaze
direction: direct, averted) mixed model, multifactorial ANOVA. For Task 2,
discrimination values and response biases data were submitted to a 2 (Age group:
younger, older)  2 (Similarity: high, low)  2 (Gaze direction: direct, averted)  2
(Context congruency: congruent, incongruent) mixed model, multi-factorial model
ANOVA. Also, median reaction time data were submitted to a 2 (Age group: younger,
older)  2 (Similarity: high, low)  2 (Gaze direction: direct, averted)  2 (Emotion:
target emotion, disgust)  2 (Context congruency: congruent, incongruent) mixed model,
multi-factorial model ANOVA. For all analyses, age group was the between-subjects
factor. All other factors were within-subjects factors. Alpha levels were corrected for the
post-hoc comparisons to avoid probability pyramiding. Repeated measures Bayesian
analyses are reported in Appendix D to examine the fit of the data to non-null models
using the omnibus ANOVAs reported below as a frame of reference.
Task 1 – Emotion Discrimination without Background Context.
Discrimination performance (d’). Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  3
(Similarity)  2 (Gaze direction) mixed model, multifactorial ANOVA. This analysis
revealed main effects of age group, F(1, 87) = 6.83, p = .011, p2 = .074, gaze direction,
F(1, 87) = 10.38, p = .002, p2 = .107, and similarity, F(2, 174) = 134.04, p < .001, p2 =
.606, as well as a similarity  age group interaction, F(2, 174) = 2.83, p = .061, p2 =
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.032. Means for each condition are displayed in Figure 6. Younger adults were better at
discriminating between emotion pairs than were older adults, and discrimination
performance was better for facial expressions depicted with a direct than with an averted
gaze. Performance was significantly, incrementally better as the emotion cues required
for accurate comparison were less similar to one another.
Age-related differences in discrimination performance were moderated by the
similarity condition in Task 1. Independent samples t-tests revealed that younger adults
were significantly better than older adults at discriminating between anger and disgust in
the High Similarity pairing, t(87) = 4.40, p = .001, d = 0.72. However, younger adults’
performance did not significantly differ from older adults’ performance in the Moderate
Similarity or Low Similarity pairing, ts(87) ≤ 1.46, ps = .15, ds = .030-0.31.
Response Biases (C). Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  3 (Similarity) 
2 (Gaze direction) mixed model, multifactorial ANOVA. This analysis revealed
significant main effects of age group, F(1, 87) = 9.69, p = .003, p2 = .10, similarity, F(2,
174) = 14.30, p < .001, p2 = .14, and gaze direction, F(1, 87) = 37.78, p < .001, p2 =
.30, as well as a similarity  gaze direction interaction, F(2, 174) = 15.64, p < .001, p2 =
.15. Note that age did not moderate the effects of the other independent variables. Means
for each condition are displayed in Figure 7. Older adults were generally more likely than
were younger adults to report the target emotion (e.g., anger) than the reference emotion
(i.e., disgust). Additionally, participants were generally more likely to respond with the
target emotion than the reference emotion when the eye gaze in the facial expression was
direct than when it was averted.
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Figure 6. Mean emotion discrimination performance for each similarity condition
separated by age group. Error bars reflect ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 7. Mean response biases for each similarity condition, separated by
age group. Error bars reflect ± 1 standard error. A negative value indicates
the greater tendency to respond with the target emotion (i.e., anger,
sadness, or fear), and a positive value indicates a greater tendency to
respond with the reference emotion (i.e., disgust). A value close to zero
indicates that participants were equally likely to respond with the target
emotion or the reference emotion.
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The impact of gaze direct on response bias was moderated by the degree to which
the emotion cues critical to categorizing the emotional expressions were similar to one
another. When participants were presented with angry and disgusted facial expressions,
they were more likely to label the facial expression as anger when it was depicted with a
direct relative to an averted gaze, t(88) = 6.81, p < .001, d = 0.72. However, when
comparing sad and disgusted facial expressions or when comparing fearful and disgusted
facial expressions, participants’ tendencies to favor one response over another did not
vary between direct and averted gaze, ts(88) ≤ 1.07, p = .29-.40, d = 0.09-0.11.
Median Reaction Time. Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  3 (Similarity)
 2 (Emotion)  2 (Gaze direction) mixed model, multifactorial ANOVA. Means and
standard errors are available in Table 2 separately for younger and older adults by gaze
direction and similarity and emotion. The analysis revealed main effects of age group,
F(1, 87) = 34.40, p < .001, p2 = .29, similarity, F(2, 174) = 30.35, p < .001, p2 = .26,
emotion, F(1, 87) = 16.59, p < .001, p2 = .16, and gaze direction, F(1, 87) = 9.68, p =
.003, p2 = .10, as well as age group  emotion, F(1, 87) = 7.88, p = .006, p2 = .08,
similarity  gaze direction, F(2, 174) = 11.54, p < .001, p2 = .12, emotion  gaze
direction, F(1, 87) = 8.87, p = .004, p2 = .09, gaze direction  emotion  age group, F(1,
87) = 5.51, p = .021, p2 = .06, and similarity  emotion  gaze direction interactions,
F(2, 174) = 10.68, p < .001, p2 = .11. Participants responded more quickly to direct than
to averted gaze expressions, and response times significantly, incrementally declined with
decreasing similarity between the emotion cues vital to the categorization process.
Generally, younger adults responded more quickly than did older adults, but these
age-related differences interacted with emotion alone and with gaze direction and
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emotion. The emotion condition in this ANOVA compares response time to the target
emotion (i.e., anger, sadness, or fear) with response time to the reference emotion (i.e.,
disgust), and so effects that involve emotion without the similarity condition do not offer
clear interpretations and will not be discussed further.
To decompose the similarity  emotion  gaze direction interaction, we examined
how the emotion  gaze direction interaction varied as a function of similarity. For the
High Similarity pairing, main effects of gaze direction, F(1, 88) = 18.76, p < .001, p2 =
.18, and emotion, F(1, 88) = 8.26, p = .005, p2 = .09, were qualified by a gaze direction
 emotion interaction, F(1, 88) = 15.63, p < .001, p2 = .15. Post-hoc tests of the simple
main effects demonstrated that responses to direct gaze expressions were faster than
responses to averted gaze expressions for angry stimuli (p < .001) but not for disgusted
stimuli. For direct gaze expressions, responses to angry stimuli were faster than to
disgusted stimuli, (p < .001), but, for averted gaze expressions, responses to angry and
disgusted stimuli were no different. For the Moderate Similarity pairing, a main effect of
emotion, F(1, 88) = 16.12, p < .001, p2 = .16, emerged because participants were faster
to respond to sad expressions than to disgusted expressions (p < .001). For the Low
Similarity pairing, no main effects or interactions were found.
Task 1 – Emotion Discrimination without Background Context Summary.
When emotional facial expressions were presented without any contextual information,
younger adults were better able to discriminate between emotion pairs than were older
adults. Specially, older adults were less able than were younger adults to discriminate
between highly similar emotions (i.e., anger and disgust). However, older and younger
adults were able to discriminate between sadness and disgust as well as fear and disgust
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to a comparable extent. Facial expressions depicted with a direct gaze facilitated
discrimination performance and response time relative to those with an averted gaze.
When facial expressions are easily confused, participants were more likely to label angry
and disgusted facial expressions as anger when depicted with a direct compared to an
averted gaze. When facial expressions are easily discriminated, this bias was not as
pronounced.
Table 2
Younger and Older Adults' Median Reaction Time in Milliseconds and Standard Error for Task 1.
Younger Adults
Similarity
High
Anger

Direct Gaze

Older Adults

Averted Gaze

Direct Gaze

Averted Gaze

1242
(99)

1550
(133)

1810
(98)

2114
(131)

1420
(109)

1386
(128)

2177
(108)

2155
(127)

1025
(61)

1055
(73)

1432
(60)

1425
(72)

1119
(100)

1104
(94)

1719
(98)

1740
(93)

Fear

1006
(89)

1082
(80)

1794
(88)

1650
(79)

Disgust

1085
(107)

1071
(103)

1822
(105)

1923
(102)

Disgust
Moderate
Sad

Disgust
Low

Note. Median reaction time data reported in milliseconds for both emotions within
each similarity condition, separated by gaze direction and age group. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses.
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Task 2 – Emotion Discrimination with Background Context.
Discrimination performance (d’). Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  2
(Similarity)  2 (Gaze direction)  2 (Context congruency) mixed model, multi-factorial
ANOVA. This analysis revealed main effects of age group, F(1, 87) = 4.88, p = .030, p2
= .053, similarity, F(1, 87) = 132.41, p < .001, p2 = .60, gaze direction, F(1, 87) = 5.06,
p = .027, p2 = .06, and context congruency, F(1, 87) = 193.59, p < .001, p2 = .69, as
well as age group  context congruency, F(1, 87) = 6.61, p = .012, p2 = .07, similarity 
context congruency, F(1, 87) = 11.57, p = .001, p2 = .12, and gaze direction  context
congruency interactions, F(1, 87) = 10.12, p = .002, p2 = .10. Means and standard errors
for younger and older adults’ discrimination performance are reported in Figure
8. Generally, younger adults outperformed older adults. Participants did better in the Low
Similarity than in the High Similarity pairing, and participants did better when evaluating
facial expressions depicted with a direct gaze than with an averted gaze. However, each
of these main effects were moderated by context congruency.
Context congruency was the only factor that moderated age-related differences in
discrimination performance. This interaction emerged because younger adults
outperformed older adults when facial expressions were presented in incongruent
emotional contexts, t(86.10) = 2.61, p = .01, d = 0.56, but younger and older adults did
not differ in their ability to discriminate between emotions in congruent emotional
contexts, t(87) = 0.14, p = .89, d = 0.03. Context congruency also separately moderated
the impact of similarity and gaze direction. For both easily confusable emotions (i.e.,
anger and disgust) and less confusable emotions (i.e., fear and disgust), emotion
discrimination performance was worse in incongruent contexts than in congruent
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contexts, t(88) = 13.92, p < .001, d = 1.48, and t(88) = 10.16, p < .001, d = 1.08,
respectively. Note, however, that the costs to emotion discrimination performance were
larger in the High Similarity pairing when participants were discriminating between
anger and disgust. For the gaze direction  context congruency interaction, performance
did not differ between direct gaze and averted gaze stimuli in congruent contexts, (d’ =
.05), t(88) = .70, p = .49, suggesting that emotion cues other than gaze direction were
used to guide emotion discrimination performance. However, in incongruent contexts,
performance was lower for averted gaze compared to direct gaze stimuli, (d’ = .18),
t(88) = 4.19, p < .001, d = 0.44, suggesting that an averted gaze created further
uncertainty perhaps due to the target’s focus on the key contextual feature in the
incongruent background.
Response Biases (C). Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  2 (Similarity)  2
(Gaze direction)  2 (Context congruency) mixed model, multi-factorial ANOVA. The
analysis revealed main effects of age group, F(1, 87) = 9.93, p = .002, p2 = .10,
similarity, F(1, 87) = 50.49, p < .001, p2 = .37, gaze direction, F(1, 87) = 25.81, p <
.001, p2 = .23, and context congruency, F(1, 87) = 68.25, p < .001, p2 = .44, as well as
age group  context congruency, F(1, 87) = 8.70, p = .004, p2 = .09, similarity  gaze
direction, F(1, 87) = 12.30, p = .001, p2 = .12, and a similarity  context congruency
interactions, F(1, 87) = 12.81, p = .001, p2 = .13. Generally, older adults were more
likely to favor the target emotion (i.e., anger or fear) over the reference emotion (i.e.,
disgust). Also, participants were more likely to favor the target emotion over the
reference emotion when evaluating direct gaze expressions than when evaluating averted
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Figure 8. Mean emotion discrimination performance for each similarity and context
congruency condition, separated by age group. Error bars reflect ± 1 standard error.
gaze expressions, and when evaluating highly similar expressions (i.e., anger versus
disgust) than when evaluating less similar expressions (i.e., fear versus disgust).
Context congruency was the only factor that moderated age-related differences in
response bias. Older adults were more likely than younger adults to favor the target
emotion over the reference emotion in incongruent contexts, t(87) = 3.70, p < .001, d =
0.78, but younger and older adults did not differ in their tendency to favor the target
emotion in congruent contexts, p = .057. Context congruency also moderated the impact
of similarity. For the High Similarity pairing, participants favored the target emotion (i.e.,
anger) over the reference emotion (i.e., disgust) more when the context was incongruent
than when it was congruent, (C = .28), t(88) = 8.41, p < .001, d = 0.90. However, for the
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Low Similarity pairing, the tendency to favor the target emotion (i.e., fear) over the
reference emotion (i.e., disgust) when the context was incongruent than when it was
congruent was noticeably less, (C = .12), t(88) = 3.25, p = .002, d = 0.35.
As was the case in Task 1, the impact of gaze direction on response bias was
moderated by the degree to which the emotion cues critical to categorizing the emotional
facial expressions were similar to one another. For the High Similarity pairing,
participants favored the target emotion (i.e., anger) over the reference emotion (i.e.,
disgust) more for gaze direct expressions than for gaze averted expressions, (C = .21),
t(88) = 5.32, p < .001, d = 0.56. For the Low Similarity pairing, the same pattern emerged
but to a lesser degree, (C = .21), t(88) = 2.16, p = .03, d = 0.23.
Median Reaction Time. Data were submitted to a 2 (Age group)  2 (Similarity)
 2 (Gaze direction)  2 (Emotion)  2 (Context congruency) mixed model, multifactorial ANOVA. The analysis revealed main effects of age group, F(1, 87) = 41.11, p <
.001, p2 = .32, similarity, F(1, 87) = 17.02, p < .001, p2 = .16, gaze direction, F(1, 87) =
5.15, p = .026, p2 = .06, and context congruency, F(1, 87) = 19.57, p < .001, p2 = .18,
as well as similarity  emotion, F(1, 87) = 7.92, p = .006, p2 = .08, and age  similarity
 emotion interactions, F(1, 87) = 14.16, p < .001, p2 = .14. Means and standard errors
are available in Table 3 separately for younger and older adults by gaze direction, context
congruency, and similarity and emotion. Generally, younger adults responded faster than
did older adults. Participants also required less time to respond to direct gaze than to
averted gaze expressions, required less time to respond in the Low Similarity pairing than
in the High Similarity pairing, and required less time to respond when the background
context was congruent than when it was incongruent with the facial expression.
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Figure 9. Mean response biases for each similarity and context congruency condition,
separated by age group. Error bars reflect ± 1 standard error. A negative value indicates a
greater tendency to respond with the target emotion (i.e., anger or fear), and a positive
value indicates a greater tendency to respond with the reference emotion (i.e., disgust). A
value close to zero indicates that participants were equally likely to respond with the
target emotion or the reference emotion.
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Age-related differences in response time were moderated by similarity and
emotion. Separate repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for older and younger
adults to examine the impact of similarity and emotion. For younger adults, a main effect
of similarity was observed, F(1, 43) = 15.25, p < .001, p2 = .26, such that Low Similarity
condition trials required less time than did High Similarity condition trials. For older
adults, the analysis revealed that a main effect of similarity, F(1, 44) = 5.06, p = .03, p2
= .10, was qualified by a similarity  emotion interaction, F(1, 44) = 13.69, p < .001, p2
= .24. Although older adults were significantly slower to label disgusted expressions than
angry expressions in the High Similarity pairing, t(44) = 3.37, p = .002, d = 0.50, older
adults were significantly faster to label disgusted expressions than fearful expressions in
the Low Similarity pairing, t(44) = 2.91, p = .006, d = 0.43. Between blocks (i.e.,
similarity conditions), older adults required significantly more time to label disgusted
facial expressions when paired with anger than when paired with fear, t(44) = 3.45, p =
.001, d = 0.51. However, older adults did not significantly differ in the time needed to
respond to angry and fearful expressions, t(44) = 1.08, p = .29.
Task 2 – Emotion Discrimination with Background Context Summary. When
emotional facial expressions are presented within a congruent context, younger and older
adults were able to discriminate between emotion pairs to a comparable extent.
Conversely, when emotional facial expressions are presented within an incongruent
context, younger adults were better able to discriminate between emotion pairs than were
older adults, and they did so more rapidly. Discrimination performance for older and
younger adults varied as a function of how confusable or similar the emotions were
within the pairing in both congruent and incongruent contexts. More specifically, when
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56
1246
(115)

1148
(107)

1006
(122)
1071
(78)

1397
(149)

1347
(100)

Incongruent

1204
(108)

1253
(84)

Congruent

1040
(74)

1070
(117)

1225
(126)

1307
(84)

Congruent

1249
(91)

1240
(111)

1381
(124)

1467
(119)

Incongruent

Averted Gaze

1770
(77)

2000
(120)

2155
(107)

1713
(83)

Congruent

1938
(114)

2018
(105)

2215
(147)

2047
(99)

Incongruent

Direct Gaze

1732
(73)

1947
(116)

2193
(124)

1835
(83)

age group. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

1896
(89)

2199
(109)

2188
(122)

2122
(118)

Incongruent

Averted Gaze
Congruent

Older Adults

Note. Median reaction time in milliseconds for each emotion and context congruency, separated by gaze direction and

Disgust

Low
Fear

Disgust

Similarity
High
Anger

Direct Gaze

Younger Adults

Table 3
Younger and Older Adults' Average Median Reaction Time in Milliseconds and Standard Error for Task 2.

perceptually similar emotions (i.e., anger and disgust) were presented with congruent
contextual information, the additional information facilitated emotion judgments and
response time. When easily discriminated emotions were presented in an incongruent
context, performance was still better than when easily confused emotions were presented
in an incongruent context.
Facial expressions depicted with a direct and averted gaze led to better and faster
performance in congruent relative to incongruent contexts. Within congruent contexts,
performance did not significantly differ as a function of gaze direction. However, within
incongruent contexts, an averted gaze toward the emotionally laden object led to worse
performance compared to when gaze was direct, possibly due to the use of contextuallyrelevant information instead of the emotion being communicated by the face.
When facial expressions were depicted with a direct gaze relative to averted gaze,
participants were more likely to label the face as anger or fear in the High and Low
Similarity pairing, respectively. When facial expressions were easy to distinguish,
participants were equally likely to label the face as fear or disgust in both congruent and
incongruent contexts. Conversely, when facial expressions were harder to distinguish,
participants were more likely to label the face as anger rather than disgust in incongruent
contexts compared to congruent contexts. Moreover, participants were more likely to
label faces as the target emotion (i.e., anger) in the High Similarity pairing relative to the
target emotion (i.e., fear) in the Low Similarity pairing in both congruent and incongruent
contexts.
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Discussion
The evolutionary need to detect and process facially communicated emotion does
not decline with age, as these functions are vital to social interaction. Emotion
recognition allows humans to interpret social situations in terms of potential threat or
possible rewards, suggesting that the ability to detect emotions may guide the reactions to
positively or negatively valenced facial expressions. However, measurement of emotion
recognition in a laboratory setting should place a greater emphasis on understanding how
emotion detection and categorization occur in everyday social interactions and the degree
to which these processes may be orthogonal or intertwined. The primary goal of the
current study was to examine how older and younger adults differ in the abilities to
discriminate between emotional facial expressions that have varying degrees of
overlapping diagnostic emotion cues. Additionally, we examined how the target’s gaze
direction, either directed towards the observer or averted away from the observer, impacts
discrimination performance. Context – in the form of body language and emotionally
laden objects – was also manipulated in the current study to account for the value of nonfacial emotion cues and to provide a more ecologically valid assessment of age
differences in emotion discrimination.
Emotion Recognition without Context
When emotional facial expressions are presented without any background context,
older adults were outperformed by younger adults, which is consistent with past research
(Mill et al., 2009; Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Orgeta & Phillips, 2008; Ruffman et al.,
2008; Slessor et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2005). Age-related differences in discrimination
performance were not large, though, and did not interact with other factors, suggesting
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that stimulus characteristics like gaze direction matter more than age per se. In fact, cue
similarity was the most influential factor driving discrimination performance as well as
the time needed to make the emotion discrimination judgment. Easily confusable
emotions (i.e., anger and disgust) were the most difficult to discriminate and less
confusable emotions (i.e., fear and disgust, and sadness and disgust) were easier to
discriminate, which is also consistent with past research (Aviezer et al., 2008). Cue
similarity affected younger and older adults’ discrimination performance in an identical
manner when comparing less similar emotions, such as sadness and disgust and fear and
disgust in the Moderate and Low Similarity pairing, respectively. However, younger
adults were better able to discriminate between highly similar emotions (i.e., anger and
disgust) than were older adults. Each level of confusability impacted younger and older
adults alike, suggesting that both age groups were similarly sensitive to the emotion cues
that could be used to best discriminate pairings. This finding is not consistent with prior
research demonstrating divergent patterns of age differences in emotion perception as a
function of the discrete emotion expressed on the to-be-evaluated targets (Ruffman et al.,
2008). However, these findings are consistent with past studies in which, despite the
implementation of a diverse set of emotional stimuli, age differences in emotion
recognition are minimal when participants are asked to specifically consider pairs of
discrete emotions (Mienaltowski et al., 2013; Orgeta, 2010).
Although prior studies often focus on emotion recognition performance through
the lens of the positivity effect and socioemotional selectivity theory, only negative
emotional facial expressions were used in this study. Participants did not passively view
stimuli, but rather were required to discriminate between pairs of emotions.
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Consequently, participants were actively involved in distilling emotion cues from the
stimuli rather than selectively deploying attention as a function of possible default
emotion regulatory goals. As noted in Reed et al. (2014), active evaluation of emotional
stimuli often minimizes the impact of the positivity effect on cognitive performance. The
minimal age differences in discrimination performance observed in the current study
relative to prior work using multiple-choice tasks (e.g., 4 to 6 labels) suggests
experimental methodology may play an important role in generating age effects and that
methodological choice may mitigate default goals that operate outside of the lab. For
instance, regardless of age differences in a motivational shift toward maintaining one’s
current affective state and avoiding any fluctuations in mood, all participants are actively
evaluating stimuli for emotional content as per task instructions. It is logical to conclude
that methodological components of emotion recognition tasks (e.g., saliency of emotion
cues, stimulus presentation time, and type of task) may contribute to the variation in age
differences in performance often found within the literature.
When background context was absent from the emotion discrimination task, gaze
direction appeared to only minimally impact observed performance. Emotion
discrimination performance for each emotion pairing did not vary by the target’s eye
gaze. However, as suggested by differences in response biases, participants did attend to
the target’s gaze. When evaluating stimuli to determine if they contained cues for anger
or disgust, direct eye gaze led to a greater tendency for participants to select the anger
label. However, an averted gaze led participants to more evenly select the anger and the
disgust labels. Ultimately, equivalent performance between eye gaze conditions emerged
in the anger versus disgust comparison because participants had a larger hit rate and a
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larger false alarm rate for direct eye gaze stimuli than for averted eye gaze stimuli.
Detection performance corrects the hit rate for the false alarm rate. Consequently,
participants’ detection performance did not vary much by eye gaze, but the components
of the calculation did vary to support this performance. This interpretation is also
supported by response time data suggesting that, when the target’s gaze was direct for
angry expressions, younger and older participants were faster to respond than when the
target’s gaze was averted. It appears that both younger and older adults labeled anger
communicated through direct eye gaze accurately and rapidly, but they were also
susceptible to more false alarms when disgust communicated through direct eye gaze was
also labeled as anger.
Initially, discrimination performance was expected to be facilitated in the Low
Similarity condition relative to the High Similarity condition given the use of fearful
expressions. Fearful facial expressions presented with an averted gaze have been found to
increase the perceived intensity of that facial expression, which would make it easier to
categorize (Adams & Kleck, 2005). This prediction was not supported. As with the other
similarity conditions, gaze direction only minimally impacted discrimination
performance on trials where participants were asked to compare fear and disgust.
Additionally, younger and older adults displayed similar response tendencies both when
presented with gaze direct and gaze averted targets. Taken together, these findings
suggest that, although older adults performed slightly worse than younger adults, both
appeared to easily detect the cues necessary to perform the fear versus disgust
discrimination.
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It is important not to exaggerate the diagnosticity of gaze direction in the current
study given that its impact on both age groups was minimal. Aside from gaze direction,
the eye region of the face contains other cues that are critical to fear detection. Fearful
facial expressions are associated with more prominent sclera (whites of eyes) and a
heightening of the brow region. On the other hand, angry and disgusted facial expressions
are associated with furrowed brows, and disgusted facial expressions often also include a
wrinkled or scrunched nose bridge. Researchers have examined which facial regions are
necessary and sufficient for accurate emotion recognition and have found that accurate
recognition of sadness is heavily reliant upon information provided by the eye region,
whereas accurate recognition of fear and anger depend heavily upon both the eye and
mouth region (Beaudry et al., 2014; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008). This has been
accomplished by presenting participants with facial stimuli that have been altered to hide
specific regions of the face and then comparing response times and accuracy. When this
was done to determine the necessity and sufficiency of the eye region, it included the
eyes (e.g., pupils and sclera) as well as the eyebrows and bridge of the nose. Therefore,
when participants spend time looking at the eye region, particularly younger adults, they
may not solely rely on the pupil’s gaze direction as the most diagnostic cue but rather
sum all of the emotion cues available in the eye region regardless of the emotion
expressed on the face.
When an emotion expressed on a face is clear and easy to categorize, it is
processed so rapidly that there is no time for gaze direction to complicate emotion
judgments (Graham & LaBar, 2007). When an emotional expression is more difficult to
discern, gaze direction competes with other emotion cues found on the face either in the
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eye region and/or the mouth region to support a judgment. For some discrete emotions
(e.g., disgust, anger, etc.), an averted gaze may present uncertainty as to the intention of
the emotion being expressed, which could contribute to the difficulty in categorization of
perceptually similar emotions. When emotions are almost indiscernible, observers may
use gaze direction to help reduce uncertainty even if the cue muddles the emotion signal
rather than clarifying it. Put more simply, gaze direction has the potential to weaken the
usefulness of emotion cues when it does not itself serve as a diagnostic cue for an
emotion. Although gaze direction did minimally impact detection performance and
response time, it had a larger effect on response biases in the current study. This suggests
that, absent of context, gaze direction may complicate emotion judgments rather than
facilitate them. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, participants in a pilot study indicated
that the direct gaze versions of the emotional stimuli used for this experiment clearly
communicated the intended discrete emotion. Perhaps a lack of ambiguity with the gaze
direct stimuli reduces the value of the averted gaze in judgments where eye gaze might
otherwise be a relevant cue (e.g., fear detection). Graham and LaBar (2007) found that
eye gaze direction was valuable to emotion recognition when emotional facial
expressions were harder to discriminate between. Perhaps using less intense stimuli that
create ambiguity for emotion cues other than gaze direction would draw out the value of
gaze direction to the emotion categorization process.
Emotion Recognition with Context
When emotional facial expressions are presented within a background context,
easily confused emotions (i.e., anger and disgust) were expected to be significantly
disadvantaged by the incongruence of the context in comparison to easily discriminated
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emotions (i.e., fear and disgust). Regardless of how similar the emotional facial
expressions are, we expected the congruence of the context to facilitate emotion
discrimination performance and the incongruence of the context to impair performance.
Moreover, older adults and younger adults were expected to be differentially influenced
by the congruency of the context, particularly when emotions are highly confusable.
Lastly, we expected the impact of context congruency and similarity would vary as a
function of gaze direction such that emotion discrimination performance would be
facilitated in the fear/disgust pairing when fearful facial expressions were depicted with
an averted compared to a direct gaze.
Context congruency played a crucial role in emotion discrimination performance,
but differentially by the discrete emotions being compared. The expectations were that,
when facial expressions were presented in a congruent context, emotion discrimination
performance would be facilitated. Conversely, when facial expressions were presented in
an incongruent context, emotion discrimination performance would be hampered. These
two conclusions are best demonstrated by comparing context-free discrimination
performance (Task 1) to context-added (Task 2) discrimination performance (see Figure
10). Although not originally proposed at the onset of the study, ANOVAs were
conducted to compare performance in the neutral versus congruent and incongruent
contexts for the High and Low Similarity conditions. In the High Similarity pairing (i.e.,
anger versus disgust), context significantly impacted discrimination performance, F(2,
174) = 6.46, p = .002, p2 = .07, such that congruent context improved performance but
incongruent context reduced performance relative to neutral context, ts(87) ≥ 5.75, ps <
.001. Younger and older adults’ emotion discrimination performance was differentially
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impacted by context. Older adults’ performance was more greatly influenced by context
congruency, F(2, 88) = 99.88, p < .001, p2 = .69; congruent contexts increased older
adults’ emotion discrimination performance (d’ = 1.18) but incongruent contexts
reduced their emotion discrimination performance (d’ = 1.95) relative to neutral
contexts, ts(44) ≥ 5.07, p < .001. Younger adults’ performance was similarly affected, but
to a smaller extent, F(2, 86) = 75.15, p < .001, p2 = .67; congruent contexts improved
discrimination performance (d’ = .51) but incongruent contexts reduced discrimination
performance (d’ = 1.55) relative to neutral contexts, ts(43) ≥ 2.90, p ≤ .005. When
comparing anger and disgust, or when emotional facial expressions are easily confused,
both age groups benefit from the addition of contextually congruent information and are
hindered by the addition of contextually incongruent information.
Interestingly, the age differences observed for anger versus disgust comparisons
did not emerge in fear versus disgust comparisons. In the Low Similarity condition, the
ANOVA merely revealed context effects, F(2, 174) = 91.12, p < .001, p2 = .51;
incongruent contexts impaired discrimination performance relative to neutral contexts
(d’ = 1.71), t(88) = 10.83, p < .001, but congruent contexts failed to facilitate
discrimination performance, , t(88) = 1.56, p = .121. Given that fearful and disgusted
facial expressions are generally easier to discriminate from one another, the additional
congruent information does not seem to improve performance. Perhaps the lack of
improvement is due to a ceiling effect because incongruent contexts clearly impair
fear/disgust discrimination despite the distinct differences between the emotion cues for
these expressions. Taken together, the performance across the two tasks suggests that
contextual information is difficult to ignore even if irrelevant to the emotion judgment (as
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per Task 2 instructions). Moreover, when the comparison involves highly confusable
emotions, it appears that the impact of context is greater and particularly influential for
older participants.
It appeared that while both age groups benefited from the congruence of the
context, older adults suffered significantly more than younger adults when facial
expression did not match the context. Past research has found that older adults rely
heavily upon the context when determining which emotion label to select (Foul et al.,
2018; Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). Researchers attribute older adults’ decline in
performance when categorizing emotional facial expressions appearing in incongruent
contexts to inhibition deficits. Despite being instructed to ignore the context in which an
emotional expression was presented, older adults are more susceptible to incorporating
this information in their judgment (Aviezer et al., 2011; Ngo & Isaacowitz, 2015).
Furthermore, there is research to suggest that the integration of emotional information
conveyed by the facial expression and some type of context (i.e., body posture) occurs
relatively automatically and effortlessly without draining cognitive resources (Aviezer et
al., 2011; Foul et al., 2018). Our finding that both younger and older adults (to a greater
extent) struggled when emotional facial expressions are presented in an incongruent
context supports this conclusion that face-context integration occurs effortlessly and
automatically (Aviezer et al., 2011; Meeren et al., 2005).
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Figure 10. Mean discrimination performance values for each similarity and
context congruency condition, separated by age group. The neutral d’ values
were obtained from Task 1 and compared to performance in congruent and
incongruent contexts from Task 2. Error bars reflect ± 1 standard error.

The current findings support those from prior studies in which older adults
struggled to discriminate between anger and disgusted facial expressions when presented
in an incongruent context (Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). In Noh and Isaacowitz’s study, they
attributed the negative impact that incongruent contexts had on older adults’ performance
to an inability to inhibit the influence of the context when categorizing emotional facial
expressions. In the current study, as in Noh and Isaacowitz’s study, older adults were
more likely to select the emotion label corresponding to the emotion represented by the
emotionally laden object. In fact, older adults’ performance for highly confusable facial
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expressions presented in incongruent contexts did not differ from chance (See Figure 8).
Younger adults’ performance decline suggests some interference in making an accurate
judgment as well, but younger adults displayed a greater tendency to inhibiting the
contextual influence, displaying above chance performance. For the less similar
expressions, context was quite disruptive for both age groups but did not drive
performance near chance levels. Unlike Noh and Isaacowitz (2013), the current study
asked participants to choose from only two labels when categorizing stimuli. As
mentioned earlier, the multiple choice nature of emotion recognition tasks can exacerbate
age deficits (Orgeta, 2010). It is possible that using such a methodology in the current
study would have further reduced performance for older adults in the Low Similarity
condition to draw out the expected interactive effects of age, similarity, and context.
As in Task 1, the direction of the target’s gaze only minimally impacted
participant performance in Task 2. Interestingly, the disruptive effects of incongruent
contexts were exacerbated by averted eye gaze. From a practical standpoint, in
incongruent contexts, when eye gaze was averted away from the observer, the target’s
eyes were instead directed toward the focal object in the contextual background that was
meant to convey contextual emotion or tone. One explanation for this would be that
participants faced ambiguity in their judgment and turned to the emotional focal object
(e.g., needle for fearful context, fist for angry context, or diaper for disgusted context) for
clarification despite being told that this information was randomly assigned to each trial.
For judgments that involved facial expressions in backgrounds with congruent context,
performance was not affected by direction of the target’s eye gaze. Perhaps when
emotion was conveyed directly toward the observer, the facial cues were less ambiguous.
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Another possibility is that the direct eye gaze made it easier for the participants to
disconnect the context from the face itself, as the target could not be accidentally viewed
as interacting with the background context.
Inconsistent with expectations, age did not moderate the relationship between eye
gaze direction and context. Older and younger adults struggled to inhibit the influence of
the incongruent context when the target’s eye gaze was averted toward contextuallyrelevant information, and this relationship held for both easy and hard to discriminate
emotion pairs. As found in Task 1, when emotional facial expressions were presented
without any context, gaze direction did not play a crucial role in emotion discrimination
abilities for both age groups. However, when facial expressions were presented within a
context that contains emotional information, gaze direction does have a partial influence
on emotion discrimination abilities. Although older adults struggle to follow another
person’s eye gaze compared to younger adults (Slessor, Phillips, et al., 2010), perhaps
when a facial expression is presented with emotional body language and the cue is an
emotionally laden object, older adults perceive one’s eye gaze just as well as younger
adults because doing so reduces ambiguity. Gaze following is a vital skill that helps
guides social interactions and identify socially relevant information found within one’s
environment. When the object to which participants orient their attention contains
important emotional information, even if incongruent with the facial expression, they
might learn that the emotion communicated by the focal object predicted by the averted
gaze communicates valuable information about which emotion should be expressed by
the face. As a result, performance declines. It is an open question as to whether the
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tendency to label faces using emotion conveyed by context reflects what occurs in
everyday social situations.
Limitations
Although the current study provided insight into the conditions under which age
differences in emotion discrimination abilities emerge, this study is not without its
limitations. By presenting older and younger adults with only two possible emotion label
options, we observed a reduction in the magnitude of age differences in emotion
discrimination abilities typically found within the literature. However, the use of discrete
emotion categories does limit the generalizability of our findings, namely when
background context was incorporated. Emotion label options are supposed to represent
the emotion signaled by the face and may not completely capture what the target may
actually be experiencing. Emotion categorization in every day experiences may be more
complex, with more subtlety and nuance in the labels used to describe feelings. For
example, in daily social interactions, a perceiver may label a person’s wide-eyed
expression as anxious, afraid, or startled, but, in the current study, participants were
limited to the discrete emotion category of fear. The lexical representation of emotion
could help to guide the perception process (or top-down processing) when participants
are asked to use words that are supposed to capture the basic emotion categories in order
to evaluate the affective value of a face. Future research could utilize a free response task
to obtain a better understanding of how categorizing emotions when presented in a
context are perceived and interpreted. It would also be important to consider how this
may vary as a function of age.
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The integration of emotional information from different sensory channels (e.g.,
visual, auditory, etc.) serves an important adaptive purpose because all emotionally
relevant information can be utilized to facilitate accurate and rapid recognition of
emotion (de Gelder & Bertelson, 2003; Van den Stock, Righart, & de Gelder, 2007).
Although the current study utilized stimuli that varied eye gaze direction and background
contextual information (e.g., posture and focal objects) and that may be more reflective of
the manner that emotion is conveyed in everyday social situations, many other important
emotion cues are absent. For instance, the emotional tone of voice of the target has also
been found to shape the interpretation of the emotional facial expression. Language also
shapes emotion to help the observer detect and categorize emotional facial expressions
with greater accuracy and more confidence, especially if there is ambiguity. Researchers
have presented participants with ambiguous words in an affective tone (e.g., happy, sad,
or neutral), and participants were more likely to select a word meaning of the ambiguous
words that were consistent with the affective tone of voice (Nygaard & Lunders, 2002).
Moreover, researchers have examined how facial and whole-body expressions influence
the interpretation and recognition of emotion conveyed by affective tone. When observers
are simultaneously presented with an emotional tone and whole-body facial expressions
that are incongruent with each other and asked to make judgments about the emotion of
the voice, participants are strongly influenced by the emotional whole-body expression
when determining the emotional tone of the voice (Van den Stock et al., 2007,
Experiment 3). These results, taken together with the findings of the current study,
highlight the importance of using stimuli that incorporate multiple channels for
presenting emotion cues when assessing assess emotion recognition abilities. Social
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situations that occur in daily life are rich with contextual emotion cues from various
sensory channels, and the integration of the information conveyed cross-modally or via
dynamic stimuli strongly contributes to accurate and fast recognition of emotion.
There are stimulus-specific features in the current study that limit the
generalizability of our results. Past research has found that older adults show an own-age
bias, being more accurate at labeling emotions in same age peers than younger adults
(Bailey et al., 2014; Campbell, Murray, Atkinson, & Ruffman, 2017). This own-age
advantage may result from sharing proportionally more social interactions with like-age
peers. The facial stimuli used in the present study only included faces of younger adults.
Future research could incorporate older and younger adults’ faces in context to assess the
influence of face age, gaze direction, and emotional context on emotion recognition.
Future research could also include contexts that are age-group specific. For example, an
older adult face expressing sadness could be placed on a person next to a gravestone (e.g.,
a sad context), as older adults are typically more aware of the limited time horizon
associated with advancing age (Carstensen, 1992, 2006). Older adults’ emotion detection
performance could be facilitated by the face age of the actor as well as the age-specific
context more so than younger adults, which would reflect their social expertise in
categorizing emotions (Foul et al., 2018).
In addition, the gender of the target could interact with the age of the perceiver,
and this could vary as a function of the emotional facial expression. When emotional
facial expressions are expressed by members of a gender with stereotyped associations
(e.g., angry males and sad females), the ease of categorization is increased, and
recognition occurs more rapidly (as cited in Bijlstra, Holland, & Wigboldus, 2010). More
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specifically, research has found that angry male targets were recognized more quickly
relative to female angry targets (Bilstra et al., 2010). In contrast, sad female targets were
recognized more rapidly than sad male targets. Not only can gender facilitate or inhibit
emotion recognition, but race can also play a role in the perception and interpretation of
emotion communicated by the face. Stereotype associations might obscure affective
judgments with participants providing their stereotype judgment rather than evaluative
judgment when racially diverse stimuli are used in tasks. The stimuli in the current study
only included eight Caucasian actors, and both the older and younger adult sample were
predominately Caucasian. Having a more racially diverse stimulus set and sample would
provide more insight into how the perception of emotional facial expressions is impacted
by the race and gender of the observer, which would be more aligned with what occurs in
everyday life.
Conclusions
The current study provides insight on the roles that gaze direction and background
context play in effective emotion recognition. Contextually relevant information can
supplement the facial emotion cues used by the observer and reduce judgment uncertainty
when the emotional facial expressions are hard to discriminate. When context is
consistent with emotional facial expressions, this leads to an emotion discrimination;
however, when inconsistent, performance suffers greatly. In fact, even when emotional
facial expressions were easy to discriminate, both older and younger adults displayed
emotion discrimination deficits when the actors appeared in contexts portraying
emotional content that was incongruent with facial emotion. Moreover, where the target’s
gaze is focused relative to the observer can also influence emotion recognition. Without
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context, an averted gaze can reflect an ambiguous emotion cue. With context, if the
actor’s eye gaze is averted toward a contextual element, the observer incorporates this
context into the judgment. Certainly, across the two tasks performed by the participants
in the current study, the degree to which the emotions in the pairings were similar to one
another influenced emotion discrimination performance. Although younger adults
outperformed older adults, they did not do so by much, suggesting that younger and older
adults are similarly able to detect relevant emotion cues to inform their discrimination
judgments. The largest age differences in performance were observed when emotional
facial expressions appeared within incongruent contexts. Although both age groups
displayed performance deficits, older adults seemed to be particularly unable to inhibit
the irrelevant contextual information.
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Appendix B.
Younger adults (n = 30, M = 19.0, SD = 1.29, ages 18-21) and older adults (n =
30, M = 65, SD = 4.18, ages 60-77) were recruited through Study Board or Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk), respectively, to participate in this 30-minute study. Prior to
commencing this study, it was reviewed and approved by the WKU Institutional Review
Board (IRB # 19-081), and participants provided informed consent prior to participation
via MTurk Younger adults received 1 Study Board credit for participation, and older
adults received $1.50 in compensation for their participation. Participants were presented
with the NimStim faces and were asked to indicate (a) which emotion best captures what
the person’s face is expressing (chose from anger, disgust, fear, and sadness), and (b)
how likely it was that the person depicted in the image is expressing anger, disgust, fear,
and sadness (using a 1 to 7 Likert rating scale for likelihood). Participants had as much
time as they needed to respond. Attention checks were incorporated throughout the task,
and those who did not pass them were not included in the reported results. The results
from the pilot study are reported in Table 4.
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Appendix C.
The context ratings separated by age from the pilot study are reported below in
Table 5. Participants were presented with the contextual image with a white oval
covering the target’s face. Using 4 items, participants classified each context by
indicating (a) which one emotion best captured the emotion being experienced by the
faceless person in the image (chose from anger, disgust, sadness, and fear), (b) which one
emotion best captured the body posture of the faceless person in the image (chose from
anger, disgust, sadness, and disgust), (c) description in no more than five words which
element of the image captured the observer’s attention, and (d) how likely was it that the
faceless person in the image was experiencing anger, disgust, sadness, and fear (using a 1
to 7 Likert rating scale for likelihood). Participants had as much time as they needed to
respond. The results from the pilot study are reported in Table 5.
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Table 5

Appendix D.
Bayesian Repeated Measures ANOVA
Bayesian repeated measures ANOVAs were run in JASP (www.jasp-stats.org) to
re-examine each of the omnibus ANOVAs in the results section. The purpose of these
analyses is to determine which combination of factors within the models used fit the data
better than the null model. Ultimately, one looks at two pieces of information to make
judgments about models. First, the reported Bayes factors are inspected to determine
which combination of factors and interactions between factors fit better than the null
model. Usually comparisons are made between nested models and differences are
observed. Evidence for inclusion of factors is based on whether or not the included terms
improve fit by a factor greater than 10 over competing models, including the null model
(Wagenmakers et al., 2018). Second, Bayes factors for inclusion in the model are
reported within JASP that provide some measure of the degree of evidence supporting the
importance of a given factors relative to all others in accounting for observed data over
and above the null model (Dienes, 2014).
Task 1 – Emotion Discrimination without Background Context Analyses
Separate Bayesian repeated measures ANOVAs were run for each of the
dependent variables in the first emotion discrimination task (i.e., no context). For d’
values, the model including a main effect of similarity fit the data the better than the null
model (BF10 = 1.213 ×1065). Adding age group as a factor only offered minor, anecdotal
improvement (BF10 = 3.692 ×1065). Also, a model that included similarity, age group, and
similarity × age group led only to moderately better fit of the data than the null model
(BF10 = 1.208 ×1066), and including gaze direction in this model led to no additional
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improvement (BF10 = 1.219 ×1066). Inclusion Bayes factors supported only similarity as
necessary for inclusion in the model (Binclusion = 3.217 ×1015). Age group (Binclusion =
4.909) and similarity × age group (Binclusion = 5.486) offered moderate evidence for
inclusion. For c values, the model including similarity, gaze direction, age group, and
similarity × gaze direction fit the data better than the null model (BF10 = 6.487 ×1012),
with incremental improvements in fit larger than a factor of 10 with each additional
factor. Inclusion Bayes factors supported similarity (Binclusion = 4.318 ×109), gaze
direction (Binclusion = 2080), and similarity × gaze direction (Binclusion = 88.63) for inclusion
in the model, with moderate support for inclusion of age group (Binclusion = 5.537). For
response time, the possible models also included the emotion factor (i.e., target emotion
versus disgust). The model including similarity, emotion, age group, similarity × age
group, and emotion × age group fit the data better than the null model (BF10 = 2.683
×1043), with incremental improvements in fit larger than a factor of 10 with each
additional factor. Inclusion Bayes factors supported similarity (Binclusion = ∞), age group
(Binclusion = 3.087 ×107), emotion (Binclusion = 1.803 ×105), emotion × age group (Binclusion =
42.00, and similarity × age group (Binclusion = 40.09).
Task 2 – Emotion Discrimination with Background Context Analyses
Separate Bayesian repeated measures ANOVAs were run for each of the
dependent variables in the second emotion discrimination task (i.e., includes context). For
d’ values, the model including similarity, context, and similarity × context fit the data the
better than the null model (BF10 = 4.227 ×10118), with incremental improvements in fit
larger than a factor of 10 with each additional factor. Adding age group to this model
only anecdotally improved the fit of the model to the data (BF10 = 8.488 ×10118). Also,
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adding context × age group next led to a model that fit the data better than the prior
models (BF10 = 1.677 ×10123). However, given the limited value of the age group factor
to the model the data are better characterized by the more restrictive model. Inclusion
Bayes factors supported similarity (Binclusion = ∞), context (Binclusion = ∞), age group
(Binclusion = 6576), context × age group (Binclusion = 15218), and similarity × context
(Binclusion = 64.06). For c values, the model including similarity, context, gaze direction,
age group, similarity × context, and similarity × gaze direction fit the data the better than
the null model (BF10 = 1.601 ×1039), with incremental improvements in fit larger than a
factor of 10 with each additional factor. Adding context × age group moderately
improved fit over the aforementioned model (BF10 = 7.830 ×1039). Inclusion Bayes
factors supported similarity (Binclusion = ∞), context (Binclusion = 1.393 ×1013), gaze
direction (Binclusion = 9.841 ×104), similarity × context (Binclusion = 31.49), and age group
(Binclusion = 13.51). Moderate support also was found for similarity × gaze direction
(Binclusion = 7.729) and context × age group (Binclusion = 5.015). For response times,
separate ANOVAs were performed for each level of similarity (i.e., High - Anger/Disgust
versus Low- Fear/Disgust) due to limitations in JASP functioning. Also, the possible
models included the emotion factor (i.e., target emotion versus disgust). For response
times in the high similarity condition, the model including emotion, context, age group,
and emotion × age group fit the data the better than the null model (BF10 = 2.726 ×1016),
with incremental improvements in fit larger than a factor of 10 with each additional
factor. Note that adding context × emotion to this model moderately improved fit (BF10 =
1.072 ×1017); there is also only anecdotal support for age group × context × emotion
(BF10 = 3.631 ×1017). Inclusion Bayes factors supported context (Binclusion = 2.346 ×108),
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age group (Binclusion = 3.319 ×107), emotion (Binclusion = 2.260 ×106), emotion × age group
(Binclusion = 8.771 ×104), and emotion × age group × context (Binclusion = 10.81). There was
also moderate support for context × emotion (Binclusion = 7.51) and context × age group
(Binclusion = 5.57). For response times in the low similarity task, the model including
emotion, context, age group, and context × age group fit the data the better than the null
model (BF10 = 1.300 ×1016), with incremental improvements in fit larger than a factor of
10 with each additional factor. Inclusion Bayes factors supported age group (Binclusion =
6.352 ×108), context (Binclusion = 1.012 ×105), emotion (Binclusion = 1776), and emotion ×
age group (Binclusion = 1396).
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